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CLEVER FABRICATION
FOR SOCIAL HOUSING

BUILDING THE BEST
TRADE SUPPLIERS

HOW A MACHINE MAKER
EMBRACED CUSTOMISING

Hand crafted
Tasmanian Oak
Engineered Flooring
,
from nature s
finest timber.
Woodsmith engineered flooring begins its life
in Tasmania’s arresting mountain ranges, before
being planed, sanded and meticulously finished.
The resource-rich, fertile environment, abundant
clean air and reliable rainfall ensure a pure and
consistent natural product.
A sustainable and local timber
The regrowth eucalypt hardwood possesses a rare natural beauty, is expertly milled,
ensuring waste is minimised and the yield maximised.

An innovative product with a consistent grain
The straight, consistent grain and 165mm flooring profile creates a sense of
expansiveness and organic flow for a myriad of interior applications. Quarter sawing
ensures a smooth, uninterrupted visual continuity. Due to the layered construction of
the flooring it is stable, flexible, resistant to warping and shrinkage, and suitable for
domestic and commercial applications.
Woodsmith’s Tasmanian Oak engineered flooring is highly receptive to staining,
resulting in a wide range of refined, contemporary colours. State of the art
production techniques ensure a product that is hard wearing, highly resistant to
foot traffic and every day living.
Our original, handcrafted flooring is the perfect designer choice for premium
decorative themes and project choices.
Finished using industry leading Bona Naturale UV system.

Huon
Trail

Cradle
Sky

Freycinet
Morning

Tamar
Mist

Derwent
Breeze

Available in six designer colours
developed to complement current
Australian design trends.
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e: simont@woodsmithtas.com.au
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INDUSTRY INSIGHTS
Sam Rowe, Hundegger Australia

The case for ongoing training
C

utting timber these days is not rocket
science, it’s far more than that. What it
took to get to the moon is easily put in the
shade by the technology in a modern CNC
machine. The range and speed of processing,
functionality and user interfaces are so
sophisticated and capable of flexibility of
production that it takes real skill to get the
best out of your CNC saw these days. When
they sent a rocket to the moon, they did not
grab a local labourer, strap him in, give him a
few pointers and say “get ye to the moon...!”
Neither did the engineers maintaining the
rocket come from the local contractors down
the road who were ‘tech savvy’.
Don’t get me wrong – it is easy to operate
a modern CNC saw today, but I feel we take
that simplicity and technology for granted
and don’t always get the best result from
the technology. Our customers frequently
tell us that their Hundegger is “doing
everything they need, but they know there
are more gains to be had”, or that it is “way
smarter than them” and they know they
don’t reach the full potential of the saw. So,
what must change for customers to get the
full benefit of a CNC machine? Where is
change required?
We often see that the experience of
ownership of a CNC saw can face some
early challenges.
After the initial training is completed, the
machine produces immediate benefits. But
there is a realisation that due to the way
the saw processes timber by ‘default’, you
recognise that the best way to utilise the
saw may be a little different to what you had
envisaged. However, you are so busy that
soon the operator and the company get
used to that and a sense of complacency
creeps in. The original operator ‘trains’
someone else and moves out of – or up –
in the company. This can happen more
than once and the original knowledge
about operation, optimisation and
maintenance is ‘diluted’.
This is a gradual process, but slowly there
is an awareness that things are no longer
working as well as they were – or as well as
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they could be. So, another operator may
be trialled, and the cycle continues.
Somehow along the way the fact has been
lost that this is a precision machine, needs
precision tools, workflow planning, regular
inspection and maintenance – and a skilled,
trained operator to keep it working at the
level that the inbuilt technology and servo
control can deliver.
This experience is one that we see on
a regular enough basis to recognise that it
is an issue in this industry. But there is a
solution to this. The frame and truss, and
timber wholesale area is a huge industry in
Australia and New Zealand, and at
Hundegger, we have machines widely
spread across the region and can and do
offer extended Product Support and Training
to combat these issues.
Simple knowledge of the terminology and
components of the machine would speed
the diagnosis process up immensely when
problems occur. Instead of a lengthy
question and answer process, the diagnosis
can be concise and solved far more quickly,
returning the machine to production much
sooner than otherwise. It’s not necessarily
the operator’s fault as they have often had
no formal training on the machinery – how
can they be expected to accurately identify
where the issue may be?
Completely aside from the machine
investment, there needs to be a parallel
investment in the skills and knowledge base
of the operator, more than just being able to
download a file and push a start button. The
‘Machine Centre Operator’ needs the
understanding of the process being
performed, to be able to recognise when
things are not working as well as they
should. The efficient fabricator recognises
that skilled job preparation in the office by
trained staff is the key to allow the machine
operator to do their job well.
So, the operator also needs at least an
insight into how the files are prepared that
are sent to him for production, and the
effect on the next stage of the process if
jobs are late, missing components, or are

otherwise compromised. This also leads to
the operator feeling more involved and
valued in the organisation.
At Hundegger, we offer our customers
three main training competencies, especially
designed for Hundegger SPEED-Cut and
TURBO-Drive machines. These Training
Programs are designed to bring the
appropriate staff to the required skill level to
help ensure efficient, productive operation.
They are modules that can be delivered at
any time during the machine life-cycle. The
competencies are Machine Operator,
Machine Optimiser and Machine
Maintenance. These are from two-day to
one-week courses held at your premises on
your machines and in your environment.
They can be single or combined with
multiple staff and competencies together.
Alternately we can offer training in our own
facility in Rowville, Victoria.
I recently visited a customer with an
older Hundegger SPEED-Cut machine who
had participated in our Training Program. The
result? Production has increased by about
twenty per cent, waste has reduced, and
the overall job optimisation has improved.
This on a ten-year-old machine.
A further skills initiative is that Hundegger
Australasia are in the process of ‘partnering’
with Timber Training Creswick in Victoria to
provide software and machinery access to
further add value to the Certificate and
Diploma Courses in Timber Fabrication and
Truss and Frame offered by Creswick.
Finally, we can also conduct or arrange
bespoke training courses for our Hundegger
K2, PBA and Robot Drive Machines.
I see claims like “if you can operate a
smartphone, you can operate this saw”.
What happens when your phone doesn’t
work? Can you fix it? Let’s get serious – a
Hundegger Saw is an investment in your
business, so consider making an appropriate
investment in training and gaining a greater
understanding of the process and take
control. The benefits are there to be had,
and even small improvements produce
considerable dividends.
www.timbertradernews.com

ASSOCIATION UPDATE

ASSOCIATION NEWS
TABMA
Colin Fitzpatrick

TTIA
Brian Beecroft

TABMA NEWS AND EVENTS

New model family and domestic violence
provisions
Employers in the timber industry should
note that on 1 August 2018, the Fair Work
Commission amended the modern awards,
to include a new model family and domestic
violence provision.
This new provision applies to all
employees, including casuals. Employees
will be entitled to 5 days’ unpaid leave to
deal with family and domestic violence (see
the definition below) each year. The 5 days’
unpaid leave will be available in full at the
commencement of each 12-month period,
rather than accruing progressively during a
year of service. An employer and employee
can agree to the employee taking more than
5 days’ unpaid leave if required. Time away
for such leave will not count as service but
does not break continuity of service and the
leave will not accumulate from year to year.
Employees will be entitled to seek unpaid
leave if the employee is experiencing family
and domestic violence and the employee
needs to deal with the impact of the
domestic and family violence that is
impractical for the employee to manage
during working hours, for example, attending
court, making arrangements to relocate their
family or accessing police services.
The provision has notice and evidence
requirements that an employee must comply
with. Employers are required to take steps
to ensure information about any notice or
evidence an employee has provided for such
leave is treated confidentially as far as
reasonably practicable.
Domestic violence is defined as follows:
Family and domestic violence means

Queensland Timber Industry Awards
In October, TABMA will be hosting the 2018
Queensland Timber Industry Awards. Held on
Saturday 13 October, it is a chance to
showcase and recognise the industry’s finest.
Travelling around Queensland, we have
been judging the finalists for the evening.
Reviewing the work of manufacturers,
merchants, wholesalers, sawmillers,
trainees, apprentices and employers across
the state, competition this year has been
fierce. We have an industry that continues
to grow from strength to strength, so
picking our industry winners won’t be easy.
For tickets, visit tabma.com.au/events
National Timber Industry Dinner
On the 26th of October, TABMA will be
hosting the 2018 National Timber Industry
Dinner. Taking place in Sydney, it is an
opportunity to network with industry
suppliers, retailers, manufacturers and
merchants. For more information on
tickets, head to tabma.com.au/events
TABMA NSW
TABMA NSW will be running pre-apprentice
and trainee courses over the next 8 months.
Comprising 2 weeks of in-classroom training
and 2 weeks of work experience, more than
240 students are expected to go through
the program and we hope to place the
enthusiastic participants with a career
pathway in the industry. We are seeking
hosts within the construction, timber trades
and warehousing industry. If interested,
please contact TABMA Sydney office on
1800 822 621.

violent, threatening or other abusive behaviour
by a family member of an employee that
seeks to coerce or control the employee and
that causes them harm or to be fearful.
Family member means:
(i). a spouse, de facto partner, child,
parent, grandparent, grandchild or
sibling of the employee; or
(ii). a child, parent, grandparent, grandchild
or sibling of a spouse or de facto
partner of the employee; or
(iii). a person related to the employee
according to Aboriginal or Torres Strait
Islander kinship rules.
A reference to a spouse or de facto
partner in the definition of family member
includes a former spouse or de facto partner.
Members who have any queries regarding
the operation of this new form of leave at
their workplace should contact the TTIA on
(02) 9264 0011. This subject will be dealt
with more fully in the upcoming TTIA
seminars to be held in October 2018.

MGA TMA
Ann Sanfey
MGA TMA adds further strength to the
national support office and welcomes the
latest key personnel
Mark Paladino joined MGA TMA in the allimportant role of Trade Marketing and
Business Development Manager,
commencing in early July. Having worked for
global brewer Carlton and United Breweries
for a number of years, Mark comes to MGA
TMA with extensive strategic planning,
communications and business development
experience in state and national roles.
Mark will be responsible for the
communication interface between MGA
TMA, its members and its industry

TIMBER MERCHANTS AUSTRALIA

Serving independent timber and hardware

Legal and HR

Timber Advisory Service

businesses by providing valuable back of
house services...

National Support Centre
1800 888 479 (Option 1)
www.mgatma.com.au

www.timbertradernews.com

Training

Member Benefits

Advocacy
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ASSOCIATION UPDATE

Keeping members informed
This is a vital strategic focus for MGA TMA
and the need to keep members abreast and
ahead of not only Legal and HR requirements,
but matters that affect the ongoing day to day
viability of their businesses.
Networking, seasonal events in addition to
regular consistent communication provide
MGA TMA members with a great source
and opens the avenues for further sharing of
ideas and information.
The next few months will see the
introduction of MGA TMA regional
networking breakfasts, together with the
annual Industry Lunch in October where
members and guests will gain insights into
key industry issues that affect all members
as well as the building industry economics
and future implications.
The Annual Golf day at Kingston Heath
Golf Club, one of the premier golf clubs in
Australia located in the southeast suburbs of

WoodSolutions Campus
Courses.

Melbourne, draws keen players from all
aspects of the timber industry and a popular
social get-together.
These events and more are a great way to
tap into advice and expertise with likeminded business owners with the
opportunity to discuss socially and formally
many relevant topics.
For more details on MGA TMA Timber
Merchants Australia – support services
and events – visit www.mgatma.com.au
or contact Ann Sanfey, Membership
Manager, on 1800 888 479 or ann.
sanfey@mga.asn.au

FWPA
FREE SELF-PACED ONLINE LEARNING
As part of Forest Wood Products Australia’s

EcoWood®-LOSP
Timber with stability and performance!








Treatment does not affect timber dimensions.
Durable against decay and termite damage.
Ideal for high value products where treatment in final shape and
form is required.
Ideal for sensitive applications or where frequent
human contact is expected.
Attractive green coloured structural outdoor timber products.
Can be painted, stained or oiled.

• Decking
• EWP

• Fascia
• Cladding

• Structural Timber
• Machined Timber

• Custom Treatment Available •



www.outdoortimber.com.au




13 000 TREAT (87328)

Tanalised and Ecowood are registered trademarks of Lonza or its subsidiaries used under licence.
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sales@outdoortimber.com.au


03 8706 1250
© Outdoor Timber 2017

(FWPA’s) mission to both promote the use
of wood products and increase the skill
sets of those working with timber, the
association now offers a series of
WoodSolutions* Campus Courses.
Covering topics from decks to retaining
walls, renovations to recreational spaces,
the courses are designed for users from
builders to merchants to DIYers. Practical
and comprehensive, they cover the entirety
of the building with timber process, from
legislation and standards, to design and
installation, giving users hands-on help at
every stage of the job.
The video-based modules cover a wide
range of topics, from introductory areas to
more advanced subjects.
Popular modules include:
• Introduction to Building Regulations and
Standards
• Timber Product Standards
• Building Regulations
• Design for Durability
• Design for Bushfire
• Managing Timber’s Moisture Content
• Timber and Wood Products
• Timber and Wood Properties
• Timber’s Environmental Characteristics
• Selecting Fit-for-purpose Timber for
Applications
• Timber Grades and Grading
For more information or to enrol now,
visit campus.woodsolutions.com.au
* WoodSolutions is an industry initiative
designed to provide independent, nonproprietary information about timber and
wood products to professionals and
companies involved in building design and
construction. WoodSolutions is resourced by
FWPA, a not-for-profit company that provides
national research and development and
promotional services to the Australian forest
and wood products industry.
www.timbertradernews.com
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stakeholders and further develop the
organisation’s Corporate Members base.
David Mostokly adds additional resource to
the Legal and HR team. David is a qualified
lawyer who comes from private legal practice
and is a solicitor of the Supreme Court of
Victoria. Prior to joining, David worked in a
general practice law firm in Melbourne for
approximately five years. David also
volunteers for several legal organisations
such as the Victorian Family Law Pathways.
As part of the Legal and HR team, David
will assist MGA TMA members with advice
on a broad range of employment law and
HR matters including award interpretation,
anti-discrimination, wage enquiries,
dismissals and management of employees’
performance and conduct issues.

NEWS IN BRIEF

INDUSTRY NEWS

Regional investment
Timberlink is investing $100m in jobs and Australian timber supply.
s the only major Australasian sawmilling
company managing full chain of custody
from forest to warehouse, Timberlink holds a
unique place in the industry. Now it is set to
expand with a $100 million upgrade program
to its Australian sawmills. This generational
investment will see the total processing
capacity of the company increase by over
15%. The investment will secure over 1350
direct and indirect jobs in regional Australia
and support the residential housing sector
with increased timber supply.
A total of 290 additional jobs are
anticipated during the construction phase of
the $100 million program.
Timberlink relies on its own plantations,
managed under New Forests administered
investment trusts. It is the only major
Australian sawmilling business with dual
certification (Forest Stewardship Council®
(FSC®) and Australian Forestry Standard
(AFS)/Program for the Endorsement of
Forest Certification Schemes (PEFC)),
ensuring unparalleled Chain of Custody

certification and environmental standards.
Timberlink’s Chairman and CEO of
investment management firm New Forests,
David Brand, expressed his support for the
mill upgrade program: “This is a substantial
re-investment in the Timberlink mill facilities
and continues to demonstrate the strong
recovery of the Australian forestry sector
under institutional investor ownership.
Timberlink has become a
leading wood products
business, and I expect it will
continue to innovate and
grow, creating new
manufacturing jobs in
regional areas, while
increasing the supply of
timber in Australia.”

stacker and edger, all with the latest leadingedge technology, coupled with additional
contraflow and batch kilns for drying timber.
Major infrastructure changes will include
upgrades to roads and storage facilities.
At Timberlink’s Bell Bay site in Tasmania,
new planer mill equipment will be installed
along with a state-of-the-art contraflow kiln.
Site infrastructure will be improved,

GROWTH PLANS
In Tarpeena, South Australia,
the investment will lead to
the installation of a
completely new saw line,

NEW PRODUCT ON THE MARKET? BIG NEWS? DON’T KEEP IT TO YOURSELF! If you are launching a product
or your business has an announcement, send it to news@timbertradernews.com for the chance to be featured here.
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NEWS IN BRIEF

including a new internal road system
designed to improve safety outcomes and
support the increase in site activity.
The $100 million investment program will
take place in stages over the next three years.
Timberlink will continue discussions with
the Tasmanian, South Australian and Federal
Governments, seeking their funding support
for further enhancements related to these
business expansion programs
“This is a great day for Australian
manufacturing,” said Timberlink CEO, Ian
Tyson. “We are ensuring that all aspects of
the business are internationally competitive
to secure our long-term future, and this
significant investment will secure
Timberlink’s position as one of Australasia’s

leading softwood sawmillers.
“Our integrated business model allows us
to optimise and guarantee our supply from
the forest all the way to our customer’s door,
and at its core, this program is about
increasing and securing that supply of timber.”
The new capital also enables the ongoing
investment in training and upskilling of
Timberlink’s employees. With 87% of their

workforce living in regional areas, these
investments build stronger local economies
that can support our regional communities.
The sawmills will continue to operate
normally during the building process. This
will ensure that the supply of timber to
Timberlink customers will continue as usual.
For more, visit www.timberlinkaustralia.
com.au

INTRODUCING THE NEW
“H3” IRONASH TREATED F17 KD HARDWOOD &
“H2” TRUCORE TREATED F17 KD HARDWOOD
ALL NOW IN STOCK!
DISTRIBUTORS OF:

Supa17/F17KD Hardwood & Supalam F17 KD Hardwood

ALSO:

Tas Oak & Vic Ash Flooring, Archs, Square Dressed Boards,
Door Jamb Sets, Lining, Cladding and Decking.

FULL RANGE AVAILABLE

43-45 Overseas Drive
Noble Park VIC 3174
Phone: (03) 9701 2777
Fax: (03) 9701 2677

Phil McCormack: 0438 255 118
Nick Arfaras: 0438 255 115
Glenn Lawrenson: 0438 255 116
Matt Leplaa: 0403 724 184

HARDWOOD - The Proven Performer
www.timbertradernews.com
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Good in wood
Whether building designers are concerned with wellness
or economics: timber is the better building option.

W

orld Mental Health Day is on October
10. Among the ways in which
workplaces should be supporting the mental
health of their employees, Forest and Wood
Products Australia (FWPA. is urging
designers and builders to promote the
benefits of building in timber to their
commercial customers.
Recent research has shown that exposure
to wooden surfaces in the workplace
increases workers’ feelings of wellbeing,
reduces absenteeism and increases
productivity.
According to the study, employees in
offices featuring natural wooden surfaces
reported higher personal productivity, mood,
concentration, clarity, confidence and
optimism on average. What’s more, over 80
per cent of workers exposed to eight or more
wooden surfaces in their workplaces reported
being ‘satisfied or very satisfied’ with work.
Although the study was commissioned to
investigate workplaces, it’s a logical step to
assume the same will hold true of domestic
structures and that the same advice should
be given to residential developers.
The report, ‘Workplaces: Wellness +
Wood = Productivity’, found that unplanned
workplace leave decreased sharply among
satisfied workers, and sick leave was also
significantly down. Research has shown that
most Australians spend about 90 per cent of
their time indoors, so it’s important that
occurs in sustainable and health-promoting
built environments.

GROWING MARKETS
The economic benefits of wellbeing for
employees and residents aren’t the only
measurable cost differences of building in
timber. Eileen Newbury, national marketing
and communications manager at FWPA,
says that Australian builders are familiar with
using timber systems for residential and
small-scale projects, but there are many
opportunities that are currently being missed
in mid-rise and larger constructions.
“It’s easy to forget the big picture when
dealing with customers and provide just
what they are asking for without exploring
the potential for an even larger sale,” says
Newbury. “For example, many projects use
mixed materials when they could be
primarily timber. It’s worth exploring the
options with your customers, even if it’s just
a quick chat.”
The benefits of timber vary, depending on
which systems are used. For example,
choosing traditional stick framing and cross
laminated timber (CLT) or timber cassette
flooring for a multi-residential or office
project can deliver cost, safety, time,
amenity, contractor flexibility and
environmental benefits.
To use as an example, these are the
benefits in a five-storey traditional stickframed multi-residential building:
• The structure is significantly lighter than a
steel and concrete alternative, therefore
the requirements for footings are less,
saving time and money
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• Workplace safety is enhanced as floor
units can be installed from below and
walked on immediately
• Follow-up trades can start work on the
level under recently placed floors,
without waiting for curing, saving time
• Fewer truck movements and site
deliveries improve neighbourhood
amenity
• The familiarity of many independent
contractors with timber frame
construction provides employment
flexibility
• Timber has significantly lower embodied
energy than alternative materials, and
stores carbon too – up to 50% of its dry
weight is carbon, extracted from the
atmosphere and stored for life by a
growing tree.
The benefits for mass timber building
systems, CLT, laminated veneer lumber (LVL)
and glulam, used exclusively or in composite
forms with other materials are similar.
Despite the improvements to the bottom
line, and the critical popularity of timber
construction, Newbury says that Australian
builders and designers are not making full
use of the material’s potential: “I recently
attended a design awards event and a quick
scan through the shortlisted entries and
winners in their awards magazine showed
the amazing results that can be achieved
by designing and building with wood and
wood products.
“Yet, as I speak to people in the design
and construction industry, for every project
that goes ahead in timber, I continue to hear
about ‘the ones that got away’ – projects
that were considered for a timber build, but
which, for various reasons, didn’t eventuate.
This is especially true of multi-residential and
larger commercial and mixed-use
structures,” she adds.
FWPA has released a series of Cost
Comparison Guides that compare designs
in various construction methods across
several building types. These are available
to builders, developers and designers to
help encourage clients to make the move
to timber.
For Cost Comparison Guides or a free
copy of Workplaces: Wellness + Wood =
Productivity, visit FWPA’s WoodSolutions
website at www.woodsolutions.com.au
www.timbertradernews.com
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Recent research has
shown that exposure
to wooden surfaces
increases workers’
feelings of wellbeing.

WE’RE
AUSTRALIAN MADE
Vekta Automation is a dynamic and innovative
Australian owned and operated company.
Our machinery is Australian made!

SPARE PARTS
Over half a million dollars in spare parts
and consumables are stocked in Australia
and New Zealand. Parts are dispatched
on the same day and tracked ensuring
your downtime is as minimal as possible!

The Razer offered us everything
we needed... Most importantly, it’s
Australian made and engineered with
much better support than the imported
products we’ve tried in the past.
The saw was delivered ahead of
time, and the training support and
communication with Vekta have
exceeded all our expectations.
Mark Footer, Footersville Structural
Timber Solutions

HELP IS AT HAND
Australian made means that you receive
technical support from the actual
engineers of the machinery – not just
a sales representative. All Engineers are
vigorously trained in all parts of Vekta’s
machinery from knowing the placement
of each bolt right through to the
intricate software.

VEKTA RESCUE
Vekta Rescue, our online help system
gives you step by step instructions
on how to solve problems immediately.
This site is constantly being updated –
you always have the latest
information
VISIT
US
right at your fingertips! ONLINE

vekta.com.au

NEWS IN BRIEF

Timber promotion
Timber Queensland’s new fact sheets spread the facts on
timber construction.

A

October

TABMA
The TABMA 2018 Queensland Timber
Industry Awards are on Saturday 13
October and on 26 October, TABMA
will be hosting the 2018 National
Timber Industry Dinner. For more
details, see Association News, or visit
tabma.com.au/events

November

Construction
Equipment
The National Construction Equipment
Convention will run from 15-17
November at the Sydney Showground.
With a theme of ‘Think Globally,
Act Locally’, the event will feature
expert speakers and industryleading companies discussing the
opportunities and challenges in civil
construction. To register, visit
www.ncecaustralia.com.au/ncec.

ForestTECH 2018
The key technology event for forest
resource managers, including remote
sensing and GIS specialists and
inventory foresters from Australia and
New Zealand. Tech updates and the
integration of research results
operationally by local forestry
companies will be the focus.To be held
20-21 November 2018, Melbourne,
Australia, see www.foresttech.events

s part of the industry’s push for a
greater share of mid-rise, taller and
commercial construction contracts, Timber
Queensland has released a toolbox of fact
sheets that explain the benefits of building
with timber to building professionals and
procurement managers.
Timber Queensland Chief Executive Mick
Stephens said the 11 fact sheets address
environmental, sustainability, construction
and maintenance topics as well as the
workplace and health benefits of timber.
“Responding to a knowledge gap between
building professionals and those who are
commissioning and signing off on projects,
Queensland’s timber industry developed this
‘timber toolbox’ of quick facts and more
detailed references for further reading,”
Stephens said.
“The fact sheets include contemporary
case studies demonstrating the innovative
uses of timber and its cost-effectiveness as
a renewable resource. They provide
information on the environmental and low
carbon benefits of timber, and associated
interest and uptake in using engineered

timber products in mid-rise and taller
commercial construction.”
The sheets are written in plain English and
designed to communicate directly with
stakeholders and clients.
“The sheets are available for download
from Timber Queensland’s website and will
be useful to include in tenders, presentation
material and sales and support
documentation,” says Stephens.
The Queensland Government supplied
fundamental assistance in the production of
the fact sheets, through the Department of
Agriculture and Fisheries. Timber
Queensland hopes the message will
translate to more business for Queensland
timber suppliers.
Stephens says, “We hope as more
decision-makers understand the benefits of
using timber there is an increasing use of
beautiful Queensland timber species in major
building and infrastructure projects, including
the Queen’s Wharf development in Brisbane.”
The fact sheets are available for
download from Timber Queensland’s
website, www.timberqueensland.com.au

Tasmanian forestry rallies
New research shows job growth.

A

fter a period of decline and stagnation, a
new report by Forest and Wood
Products Australia (FWPA) and the
Commonwealth Government’s Department
of Agriculture and Water Resources has
found a total of 5727 jobs were generated
by the industry as of 2017-18, including 3076
direct jobs and 2651 in other industries due
to flow-on effects. The forest industry
directly contributed more than $700 million
to the value of Tasmanian output during the
last financial year, increasing to $1.277 billion
once flow-on effects to other industries
were included.
The report, ‘Socio-economic impacts of
the forest industry – Tasmania’, is based on
research conducted by the University of
Canberra, in conjunction with consultancy
EconSearch, a division of BDO Advisory.
Lead researcher Associate Professor Jacki
Schirmer explained the key findings: “Rapid
decline in employment from 2008 has
stopped, with job numbers stabilising post2013. The overall stabilisation is due to two
different trends, namely the decline in native
forest dependent jobs during this period
being offset by growth in jobs in harvesting
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and woodchipping of hardwood plantations.”
Schirmer added, “The forest industry
remains important to many Tasmanian
communities and it’s positive to see it
recovering. However, growth will only
continue for the longer term if there is
investment in more downstream
processing.”
The Tasmanian forest industry generates
more full-time jobs than other parts of the
Tasmanian economy, with 82% of those
employed in the industry working full-time in
2016, compared to 60% of the broader
workforce in Tasmania.
While challenges were also reported in
parts of the industry, including difficulty
recruiting some types of workers, Schirmer
said businesses were reasonably optimistic
about future demand for forest products.
“Just over half of forest industry businesses
(55%) felt demand for their goods or
services would grow in the next 12 months,
and the remainder (45%) felt it would
remain about the same. No businesses felt
demand would reduce.”
The full report is available on the FWPA
website, www.fwpa.com.au
www.timbertradernews.com
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UPCOMING EVENTS

SELECTIVELY HARVESTED
NATIVE TIMBERS
FROM FAR NORTH QUEENSLAND

ACACIA CEDAR

BLACK BEAN

BLACK WATTLE

BRIAR OAK

NORTHERN SILKY OAK

QUEENSLAND MAPLE

QUEENSLAND SILVER ASH

RED CEDAR

RED SILKWOOD

RED TULIP OAK

SILVER QUONDONG

DARWIN STRINGY BARK

SELECTING OUR TIMBERS MEANS YOU CAN PASS ON THE HISTORY
OF THE FORESTS IN FAR NORTH QUEENSLAND SAFE IN THE KNOWLEDGE THAT
FOR YEARS TO COME THERE WILL BE AMPLE SUPPLY.
OUR RANGE OF TIMBERS CAN BE USED IN A VARIETY OF APPLICATIONS AND
BRING WITH THEM UNIQUE COLOURS AND FEATURES.

BRANCH95.COM.AU
AUSTRALIAN ENQUIRIES 1300 353 757
INTERNATIONAL ENQUIRIES +61 427 459 706
A DIVISION OF DALE & MEYERS PTY LTD

DISTRIBUTED IN AUSTRALIA BY BRITTON TIMBERS
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New LOSP plant
SE Pine’s investment in new treatment is paying off.

SE

Pine’s focus on constant
improvement of their processes and
production of quality product shows through
in its latest investment: a new LOSP
treatment plant in South Dandenong. In
typical SE Pine fashion, it uses the latest
technology to deliver efficient treatment and
a great final product.
It’s an obvious evolution for the company
that began in Mt Gambier in the mid 1980s.
Mark and Andy Forster started with mobile
‘spot’ mills, processing break trees for
landscaping products. In the mid ’90s Mark
and wife Karen bought a block of land
nearby and built a mill that started producing
palings, sleepers and premium boards. Over
time, they have expanded and invested in

the mill with a supply of high-quality largediameter Mt Gambier pine. Two years ago, a
new and more efficient mill was built next
door with two sets of twin band break down
saws leading into a multi-rip, which all have
scanning capabilities. The mill produces a
high-quality board and post which makes the
perfect feed stock for the company’s
Dandenong South site, which the Forster
brothers bought in 2006. The Dandenong
site started as a fencing supply yard with its
own CCA pressure plant, which they also
used for custom treating.
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Plans for the LOSP plant started when it
became clear that the company needed to
produce LOSP-treated products in-house
rather than treating it externally. The team
took guidance from the company’s chemical
supplier, Koppers Performance Chemicals, in
their research.
The plant was supplied by IWT late last
year. It was made in Italy to a compact
design with the 1.8m-diameter and 8m-long
steel cylinder nestled below the operating
storage vessel, with the bulk storage vessel
situated outside the main factory. This
arrangement results in a small footprint
which was an essential requirement in the
restricted factory area.
The infeed is also compact, meaning that
the plant is loaded from one side and one
end. Output is still high thanks to the speed
of the plant, and a second shift can meet
any future demands. Plant automation was
supplied by Koppers PC and the opportunity
was taken to update automation in the
existing CCA plant as well.
“Koppers has been supportive through
the whole process, whether in design,
installing their terrific automation system
and assisting with sorting the new plant,”
said Andy.
Since the plant came on line, the demand
for H3 LOSP has exceeded SE Pines’
expectations. Over the course of this year, it
has grown to around 80% of production,
with the remainder CCA. The current
buoyant market conditions mean further
expansion is already being considered.
For more on SE Pine, visit www.sepine.
com.au and for Koppers Performance
Chemicals, visit www.kopperspc.com.au

Want the full story? Subscribe to the TimberTrader News fortnightly e-news
at www.timbertradernews.com/subscribe/newsletters
www.timbertradernews.com
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Since the plant came
on line, the demand
for H3 LOSP has
exceeded SE Pines’
expectations.

Free self-paced
online learning
From decks to retaining walls, renovations to
recreational spaces, timber is growing in popularity
throughout Australia.
Now, with WoodSolutions Campus, you can be sure
that you are optimising your designs and
recommending wood products that are fit for
purpose.
The video-based WoodSolutions training modules
are designed for both new and experienced design
and construction professionals, covering the basics
of timber properties, moisture control, applications,
durability and more.

Follow us on

Enrol now at
campus.woodsolutions.com.au

design and build

Fill in your
knowledge
gaps
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Hybrid timber/steel
construction and clever
software has seen Sunbury
Wallframes and Trusses
create a social housing
success. By Jane Clark.

C

orpus Christi is a thriving residential
care facility in Greenvale, Victoria, that
provides accommodation and support for
marginalised older men. It first opened its
doors 42 years ago, but an ever-growing
demand saw it decide on a $24-million
redevelopment last year.
Funding came through support from the
Australian government and Villa Maria
Catholic Homes. The new facility is designed
to provide residents with access to state-ofthe-art facilities and spacious rooms with
ample storage, plus multiple lounges, dining
and break out areas. The building will also
incorporate a new administration wing,
a fully equipped commercial kitchen
and a chapel.

Local company Sunbury Wallframes &
Trusses won the frame and truss contract
for the complex timber/steel hybrid
construction. “Timber was chosen as the
primary building material not only for its
warmth and visual appeal, but also for its
speed in construction and cost
effectiveness,” says Brendan Schneider,
operations manager at Sunbury.
“We also used structural steel beams as
there were numerous large span beams.
We’ve found that the two materials can
work in harmony, and the end result is
quite striking.”
Timber’s known positive effects for
mental health were also a consideration.
Patrick Gallagher, community director at
Corpus Christi, says: “We chose timber for
the redevelopment as we wanted to create
a home-like environment for our residents,
who are homeless men. Timber is a
beautiful, natural product which has a
wonderful warmth about it.”

DEALING WITH COMPLEXITY

Above: The plans were easily
exportable from Cornerstone.
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Corpus Christi isn’t Sunbury’s first large
commercial job. “We’ve built a reputation in
the area of commercial projects,” says
Schneider. “Typically, we do one large
commercial project a month, as well as
several smaller projects.
www.timbertradernews.com
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Cornerstone can
output the 3D model
to both the mechanical
and steel contractors,
providing detailed
information on how
the components
go together.

Above: From left: Brendan Schneider, Renee Judd, Jason Judd from Sunbury Wallframes & Trusses.

“We don’t have a dedicated sales rep, so
we rely on our reputation for delivering a
highly accurate, quality product to site. It’s
not just about the quality of timber we
provide, but also the quality of our detailing.
It’s about buildability – the fact that trusses
are accurate to the last millimetre, and that
we’re easy to deal with. Time is money, and
if we can’t deliver, we are letting our
customers down.”
It was, however, the company’s first major
job since changing nailplate providers. There
was a layer of complexity around the
multiple ceiling planes and heights, coupled
with a large amount of steel and mechanical
plant spaces. Sunbury Wallframes & Trusses
worked with the structural steel team, then
the mechanical plan merged all elements
into a master plan, using Cornerstone to
import the information.
“We had moved to Multinail in February,”
says Schneider, “and I questioned whether
the Cornerstone software would be able to
cope with the complexity of such a large
commercial project. My expectations were
exceeded, however – detailing this project
was a breeze.
“Cornerstone allows the detailer to
combine the different CAD layers/
components over the top of each other. This
enables the detailer to see how they’d
interact and to analyse the connections
between them. Being able to foresee any
potential problems makes the whole project
run more smoothly and time efficiently.”
Cornerstone is also able to input and
export from the CAD, which allowed
Sunbury to work closely with external
partners such as the architects, engineers
www.timbertradernews.com

and steel contractors who all use AUTO
CAD. Unlike the company’s previous
software program, Cornerstone could
output the 3D model to both the steel and
mechanical contractors, providing detailed
information on how the various components
went together.
“We’ve found this ability has saved a
huge amount of time and effort,” says
Schneider. “It also allowed us to provide the
builders and the carpentry team 3D images
of the plans – which was really helpful as
there were numerous different ceiling planes
with different pitched heights.
“In complex commercial jobs, it’s hard for
the builders to be across every single detail.
We don’t mind call-outs on site, but if you
can produce an accurate plan in the first
place, you avoid confusion and things run far
more smoothly.”

PROJECT MANAGEMENT
As part of the shift of nailplate providers,
Sunbury also purchased Multinail Factory
Management System and machinery.
Although the Sunbury detailing team is
highly trained and experienced, the new
management system was still able to create
swift and measurable improvements in
their productivity.
“Multinail’s Factory Management
System enables us to report back accurate
production times, which makes running the
project a whole lot easier,” says Schneider.
“We’re also able to provide an estimated
value as well as the actual costs of
manufacture. This enables you to see the
variances between the two.”
And there were even gains to be made in

the precision of the trusses. “It’s about
using a decent software program that allows
a high level of accuracy,” says Schneider.
“We use Multinail machinery where
possible as it delivers precision outcomes
and it’s well maintained. Then we have a
well-honed quality process with the
manufacturing team – measuring, checking
and tracking throughout the whole process.
“We get most of our work through word
of mouth, so continually delivering a high
quality, accurate product to site is our best
form of advertising.”
Despite the complexity of the ceiling
construction and the transitions between
materials, as well as large spans required in
parts of the building, the Sunbury team was
able to work through the challenges of the
design without stress. The consistency of
the minimum-MGP12 timbers used allowed
the project to meet social housing’s
stringent quality controls with ease.
Schneider had confidence in his team’s
ability to deliver, but was pleasantly
surprised at the ease of systems transition
before such a large job – and one he feels
personally invested in: “It’s been really
satisfying knowing you are working on a
project like this – knowing it will eventually
provide a beautiful space with dignity to
homeless people in the area.”
It’s a satisfaction echoed by Gallagher.
“Many of the residents will be over the
moon to move into the new facility, which is
due to be finished next May. Their rooms
will be increasing in size from 7.5m2 to
around 22m2 so they will have more
personal space.”
And as to the practicalities of the building
process, Gallagher couldn’t be happier: “The
construction process has been fantastic. In
fact, we’re one month ahead of schedule,
which is a rarity!”
For more information on Sunbury
Wallframes and Trusses, visit www.
sunburytrusses.com; for Multinail,
visit multinail.com.au; and for
Corpus Christi, visit corpuscc.org.au
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From the ground up
Langs Building Supplies was built with trade customers in mind.

I

n 1976, Bob Lang and his brother Max
founded a new business. As a builder
himself, Bob was tired of his difficulties in
getting supplies, good service and quality
products. Deciding to fill the gap they saw in
the SE Queensland marketplace, they
opened Lang Brothers Timber.
The company began as a backyard
operation in Springwood and grew steadily
to become the main local builders’ supply in
Beenleigh by the mid-1980s. In 1989, the
brothers decided to pursue different markets
and Bob with his wife Glenys formed Langs
Building Supplies. In 1990, a frame and truss
manufacturing site at Yatala was added,
which expanded to include a Building Supply
Centre, aluminium windows and door
manufacturing with a Home Hardware Store.
Beenleigh closed along the way, and in 2017
a second, state-of-the-art operation opened
at Caloundra. A third outlet is soon to be
built at Ipswich.
“We’re trade specialists,” says CEO David
Wuiske. “Half our business is manufactured
products – frames, floor trusses and so on –
and the other half is selling structural timber
and builders’ hardware.”

The fabrication component of the
business also grew out of Bob’s experience.
“He had to pitch roofs himself,” says
Wuiske, “and he realised there had to be an
easier way than to lug heavy sections of
timber up there, which is why he got into
prefabrication.”
“The company’s formed around a detailed
grass-roots knowledge of the industry,” says
Jeff Lang, Bob’s son and joint managing
director, who began his career as a carpenter.
“We put all that knowledge and experience
into practice, which is why we have such a
good reputation with local builders.”
The company’s fabrication plant and
timber yard mostly feature mechanically
graded, plantation-grown timber, with some
LVL that is increasing its market share. The
majority is from two Queensland sources,
Hyne Timber and AKD, topped up with
imported timber from Stora Enso.
“You can build a whole house with what
we sell,” says Wuiske. “Stumps, floors, walls,
trusses, windows, doors and mouldings,
metal roofs and cladding, right through to
white goods. We can’t help you with tiles, but
a polished timber floor? No problem!”
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This one-stop shop approach, complete
with highly trained personnel, explains the
steady growth of the company, now with
350 staff members across the two sites.
“Our very first customer was a builder
who worked alongside Bob,” says Wuiske.
“Forty years on, he still holds an account
with us.”

PRACTICAL UNDERSTANDING
Both Langs stores provide the company’s
full range of services and products. “Our
strategy is to have large sites that are
replicated,” says Wuiske. “Whatever we can
do on one site, we want to be able to do on
the other, so the customer, whichever store
they go to, gets the same experience and
service offer.”
The two sites are over 8ha each. This
allows Langs to hold a decent quantity of
stock on site and manage its fabrication and
delivery services. The Ipswich facility is
needed because, as Wuiske puts it, “even
large sites ‘max out’. We reach a point
where we can’t physically load enough
trucks or move enough stock in and out. At
that point, we look to a new location.”
www.timbertradernews.com
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Clockwise from top: An expansive undercover
fabrication plant at each site is a key asset;
Langs have replicated their offer and services at
each store; preparing frame and truss orders for
delivery. Opposite: Langs stocks a quality range of
timber and hardware, tailored to the trade.

The choice of location was made carefully.
The two existing stores are over 100km
apart and Ipswich will be 60+km from Yatala.
“We position them in growth areas,” says
Lang. “There’s a boom in building up here
and we want our stores to be as convenient
for our customers as possible.”
As part of that focus on customer service,
Langs has a fleet of over 30 trucks that use
Roadpods, a trademarked transport solution
invented by Bob. “We have multiple bases
that can be fitted onto the trucks,” says
Wuiske. “As the product’s manufactured, or
as a part of an order arrives, we load it
straight ‘onto the truck’, except that we’re
actually loading safely onto a base at ground
level, while the truck is out doing its job. We
can then put that base into a storage rack if
it’s not yet required.
“When it’s needed at the site, we lift the
whole module onto the truck in about three
minutes, where loading it would once have
taken two hours.”
Bob designed the system knowing that
the best-laid plans on a building site can be
disrupted by a sudden downpour, or a sick
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essential worker. As Jeff Lang says, “It’s
particularly useful if a job gets put off or
comes back from site, we just pull it straight
off the truck and put it in the rack and wait
for the next delivery date.”
“It doesn’t cost us in space,” Wuisks
adds. “Normally the pieces of a truss or
frame have to sit on the ground because
they’re not designed to be racked. Putting
them on a base that can go into a rack
doubles our storage space.”

BUILDING EXPERIENCE
The majority of Langs customers are
residential builders. “We do multi-res,
mostly two storeys, some three storey,

and attached housing,” says Wuiske.
“A lot of our builders are project builders,”
says Lang. “Our facilities are designed to
accommodate them. But about 20-30% of
our general business is family builders.
While we give all our customers the same
quality of service, we know the two types
have slightly different needs.”
Langs has teams of estimators and
detailers who run Mitek programs and give
expert feedback on the designs that come in
from customers. “If the client wants to
make a change, or if we can see some sort
of issue arising, we’ll give them expert
feedback and deliver the outcome they
need,” says Lang. “We’re continually
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“We work to
maximise being
a one-stop shop
for everyone.”

working with the builder and architect to get
the systems right and to propose more
efficient ways to run roofs and more costeffective ways of doing things.”
For family builders, the company makes
sure there is a staff member assigned to
each who can help with everything from
coordinating the logistics of their delivery
schedule to liaising with the builder and
other suppliers and helping the client
understand the savings that can be made by
limiting the number of suppliers.
“Every builder gets same high level of
service,” says Lang. “That focus on
customer service is what we’re known for in
the industry and it’s why we get repeat
business. But we do work to maximise
being a one-stop shop for everyone, it just
makes life so much easier for everyone,
especially the builder.”
That said, the company has drawn strict
limits around what they do. “We don’t try
to be everything to everyone,” says Wuiske.
“We don’t do kitchens, we don’t do
staircases. We can sell you the timber to
build a staircase, but we don’t prefabricate
them – yet. We stick to the core of what
we know.”
Which isn’t to say Langs hasn’t shifted
with the times. LVL has taken over from
green-sawn hardwood. “Builders like it,
because it’s so consistent,” says Wuiske.
“They know exactly what they’re going to
get and how it’s going to perform and how
easy it is to use.”

And they’re prepared for the next changes
to the industry, too. “We’re not panellising
yet,” Wuiske adds. “Over the years Bob has
built floor cassettes and wall panels, but we
don’t think the market’s quite ready for it yet
in Australia. It’s coming, and when the time
is right we’ll move into it.”

GROUP LEVERAGE
The other side of Langs’ success is its staff.
They invest strongly in training and
development, and many stay with the
company for years.
“We’ve got one staff member who’s been
here for decades, then his son joined, and
now the grandson is here, too” says Wuiske.
Collaborations with partner industry
associations are leveraged to help staff
improve skills. Chainsaw and timber grading
courses at Timber Queensland are popular, as
are TABMA courses: “We’ve been a part of
the TABMA apprenticeship program and put a
couple of apprentices through,” says Lang.
Recently, the company has partnered with
All Trades Queensland to bring in Year 2 and
Year 3 apprentices. “We’re just trialling that,
but it seems to be working quite well,” says
Wuiske. “They’ve got some of the skills we
need: they know how to hold and use a nail
gun and swing a hammer.”
Management courses are also popular
among the white-collar staff and the growth
of the company means there are plenty of
opportunities to progress within the business.
“We care for our employees, and if we
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have a mutually satisfying relationship with
them, we say they’ve got a job here for life,”
says Wuiske.
To guarantee the longevity of Langs, the
company structure has evolved. “Bob’s still
involved, but we have an executive
management team of five people to manage
the day-to-day business,” says Lang. “Across
the five of us, we cover a large range of the
skills and experiences the business relies on.”
Another change was the shift from sourcing
and negotiating their own deals with suppliers
to joining the Independent Hardware Group
(IHG) and leveraging off group volumes to
increase profitability. “It was difficult to sell
the idea to Bob at first,” says Wuiske. “He
didn’t want us to lose our focus on supplying
trade. But what we found was an improved
offer to the trade. You’re not going to find
outdoor furniture in our trade store, but what
IHG allowed us to do is add things tradies like
– good hammers, drills – and expand our
hardware range. The depth of range available
through IHG means we benefit from mass–
pricing compared to standing on our own and
the IHG warehouses mean we can buy small
quantities of a much larger range of products.”
That evolution already has a next
generation waiting. “I grew up wanting to
do what my father was doing,” says Lang.
“My 16-year-old son’s no different: he can’t
wait to get involved and join me in the
family business.”
For more information, visit www.
langs.net.au
www.timbertradernews.com

Strong. Durable. Renewable.

At Dandenong Facility L to R: Andy Forster, Felicity Mason, Steve Jenkins and Goran Runje.

Manufacturing the highest quality pine products is our life, our business, and our number one priority. We are
situated in the Green Triangle Region close to our resource which gives us strict quality control from the moment
our pine is renewably-sourced right up to the point that our products are delivered to you.
We offer one of the widest ranges of milled timber products, which are sawn and dried at our Mount Gambier mill
before being treated and graded on site at our Dandenong Victoria facility.

Products

Processes

We have a wide range of products suited for your needs
these include treated structural framing, landscaping,
industrial packaging and Biomass.

We source radiata pine from renewable Australian
plantations. We mill, dry, grade and treat timber as
appropriate for structural applications.

Certification

Environment

All SE Pine products are certified to PEFC and AFS Chain
of Custody Standards. This means our raw material is
sustainably sourced and you are getting a clean and green
product.

From the forest to the frame, pine acts as a carbon sink.
All by-products of the production process are used in the
production of recyclable products or used to generate heat
energy, replacing the use of fossil fuels.

Timber Purchasing Enquiries
Andrew Forster: (03) 9768 2215 or andy@sepine.com.au

quality timber for life
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The nation’s favourite
outdoor structure is a
brilliant place to show off
the capability and beauty of
timber. By Donyale Harrison.

A

good backyard deck is as much a part of
our traditional Australian lifestyle as
barbecues and parliamentary backstabbing.
But, unlike a snag or prime minister, it’s an
investment that will last for decades.
As much a part of the house as of the
garden, the deck is a transition zone that can
cover a multitude of uses: casual alfresco
seating and dining, an easy way of dealing
with an unlevel site up against the house,
even a holding structure for land that will
one day be occupied by a future extension.
It’s as home in commercial builds as in
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residential, over water as on land. Provided
basic rules of materials choice, upkeep and
standards are met, it’s an almost foolproof
addition to a build.
Best of all, timber is the natural material
of the deck. Whether tough Australian
natives, recycled hardwoods, merbau from
an accredited importer, treated softwoods or
engineered timbers, there is an incredible
range of looks and colours available that will
suit almost any architectural and garden
scheme and which mix well with other
finishes and furnishings.
www.timbertradernews.com
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All plans on deck

PHOTOS: (TOP) KENNEDY’S TIMBERS;
(BOTTOM) JP WALLET/ SHUTTERSTOCK.COM.
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Depending on what your customer plans
to build (and where), decks may or may not
need development approval. Low structures
away from boundaries are most likely to
be exempt. Building Council of Australia
regulations apply, just as for other timber
commercial and residential structures, as do
Australian Standards. It can be worthwhile
for merchants to create information sheets
that cover regulations to help customers
make their choices, from posts in ground or
not, to modifying designs to step down from
the back door and lower deck height.
www.timbertradernews.com

DESIGNER TIPS
Too often, less thought is put into the deck
than the rest of the house. But done well, it
will be one of the most-used parts of the
house, so it’s worth clients either spending
more time on research or hiring a designer.
Forming good relationships between timber
suppliers and landscape designers benefits
both and means each can refer clients on to
a supplier they know will deliver top results.
Ian Barker is a landscape designer and
builder working in Melbourne, who, with his
team at Ian Barker Gardens, has created

Clockwise from opposite: Clever laying
patterns mix with subtle variations in board sizes
and colour to create instantly striking visuals; trees
and other plants growing through decks reinforce
natural connections, and are easily catered for;
choose your fixing method to suit the use.

some of the most beautiful and practical
decks in the city. His first rule of decks is
size. “Some decks don’t even have room to
walk around the table,” says Barker. “Ideally
you should be looking for a minimum of five
by six metres, and even bigger when it suits
the dimensions of the home. In a garden,
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Above: This capacious deck by Ian Barker Gardens
links the house to a large landscaped garden.
Below: Using oils and other finishes to protect
your timber will prolong the life of a deck.

“Decking timbers that
will be exposed to
the elements should
ideally be a Class 1
durability hardwood.
Even if you do no
maintenance, you’ll
get 25 years.”
you want to feel that you have space around
you, and a deck should feel relaxed and
open, not cramped.”
Barker uses a range of visual tricks to
make his decks feel more expansive. “In
large spaces, we mix materials, adding a bit
of stone or paving in among the timber,”
says Barker. “We change levels, coming
straight out from the house into a seating
area and then stepping down into a dining
area. We also add planting within the deck
itself, which both softens the surfaces and
integrates it into the broader garden.”
For small decks, there’s an equally clever
range of design tricks to make them feel
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larger. “We limit the area covered by
furniture and use pot clusters to fool the
eye: three or five pots together – various
styles and sizes or all the same. A bit of
space between them gives a sense of
generosity, without taking up loads of room.”
Bringing planting right up to the edge of
the deck blurs the boundary and helps to
increase the sense of size.
Not every supplier is able to provide design
tips to customers, but at least make sure
they consider the effect of different deck
levels: coming straight out from the house
provides a seamless indoor-outdoor
transition, but can create a need for
expensive engineering on a sloping site with
a high drop-off at the deck edge. Stepping
down from the house or changing level in the
deck can be a much easier solution.

MAKING IT LAST
Decks can represent a major investment, so
it is important they are built to last. The
timber will be exposed to sun and rain and
may be in contact with the ground, which
represents a termite risk. Michael Kennedy
of Kennedy’s Timbers recommends starting
with the best timber you can afford.
“Decking timbers that are going to be
exposed to the elements should ideally be
a Class 1 durability timber hardwood,”
Kennedy says. “That means even if you do
www.timbertradernews.com
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STRIKING AND
DURABLE...
A HARDWOOD TIMBER DECK IS
THE NATURAL CHOICE WHEN
CREATING A RELAXED, DURABLE
AND INVITING SPACE.
With more than 30 DIFFERENT PROFILES
and sizes available, KENNEDY’S offer
the ideal timber product for any decking
application, whether it is a large commercial
boardwalk or an intimate poolside retreat.
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no maintenance at all, you’re going to get
more than 25 years life from your deck.”
Kennedy recommends timber merchants
encourage customers to provide as much
information as possible about the conditions
where the deck will be sited to ensure the
timber chosen is right for the application
(see Timber Choices, page 28). However, not
everyone can afford Class 1 durability
hardwoods. Clever choices of coatings can
help cheaper timbers achieve a similar
outcome at a lower cost, and will also
extend the life of top quality boards.
Most coatings fall into either the stain or
oil category (see Decking Coatings box,
right). While there is an enormous range of
quality and technological sophistication in
the products on the market, they all do two
basic jobs: protect timber from water, and
help to guard timber against UV damage.
There are three basic rules that should be
discussed with customers to help guide
their choice. The first is that coatings are
only useful if they are maintained. In difficult
conditions, or for a customer unsure if they
can commit to a maintenance schedule,
spending more upfront on Class 1 durability
hardwoods is a better investment.

DECKING COATINGS
Coatings such as stains, oils and paints
are often spoken of interchangeably, but
they all do different jobs.
Stains, also labelled as coatings or
sealants, are available in water-based
and oil-based formulas. They can change
or revitalise the colour of timbers and
also provide UV protection, along with a
number of specialist qualities such as
mould protection and anti-slip. Oil-based
stains also actively preserve the timber.
Transparent stains need to be reapplied
every year or two, but a darker stain
can last up to five years depending on
deck use and location.
Decking oils are like moisturiser for
timber. They penetrate into the fibres of
the wood and keep them plump,
helping to preserve the boards against
water, UV and wear damage. You will
need to re-oil your deck every 6-18
months depending on local conditions.
Paint gives an opaque covering that
protects against water, UV and mould.
It’s a good option for old decks with
surface flaws, but wears quickly and
you lose the natural timber appearance.

PHOTO: COURTESY SIKKENS

Clockwise from bottom: Deane Waldron’s 1973
house in Queenstown New Zealand is subject
to extreme conditions and the decks had been
neglected for years; the timber was cleaned with
Sikkens Cetol BL Deck & Wood Cleaner, then
sanded, and given three coats of Sikkens Cetol
HLse; the pigmented finish gives lasting protection.

Sikkens Cetol HLSe is a
premium oil-based stain.

The second is that preparation is key for all
coatings. Timber must be dry, about 10-12%
moisture for coatings to penetrate well.
Many newly milled hardwoods, including
merbau, are subject to tannin leaching when
wet, which can stain the boards and clog the
wood’s pores, preventing coatings from
being absorbed evenly. Alkaline salt cleaners,
such as Sikkens Cetol BL Tannin and Oil
Remover, Intergrain PowerPrep or Organoil
Wash-A-Way, can quickly remove tannins
and will also leave the timber drier.
Thirdly, choosing between oils and stains
and between water- and oil-based coatings
is a commitment. Once you start with one
type, it’s best to keep going with the same.
For high-quality timbers, oil is the
traditional option. It highlights the natural
qualities of the material and doesn’t require
difficult preparation. “Oil stops the timber
breaking down and keeps it in really good
condition,” says Kennedy. “It’s not unusual to
have a timber deck that will last more than
50 years if you use a Class 1 durability
timber and you oil it. The modern oils that are
out there are absolutely fantastic, whether
from large or boutique manufacturers. And
they’re quite easy to apply.
“Many decking manufacturers, ourselves
included, now offer a pre-oiling service. In
six, 12 or 18 months time, depending on
exposure, you put another coat of oil over it.
It makes it really easy for customers.”
Pre-oiling is a convenient value-add that
does not require huge outlay at the
manufacturer’s end, and allows immediate
use after laying at the client’s end.
Northern climates with harsh sun and
heavy rain require more frequent oiling. In
gentler climates, such as Tasmania, longer
gaps between reoilings are fine.
For less durable timbers, stains provide a
barrier between the timber and moisture
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and UV, preventing raised surfaces, cracking
and mould growth. Oil-based stains also
penetrate the timber and help to actively
preserve it. They allow a treated pine board
to last much longer, and can give cheaper
materials the appearance of more expensive
ones. Water-based stains are faster to apply
and easier to clean up, but may not be as
durable in high-use areas or parts of the
country with more extreme climates.
For customers who don’t want to pay for
a high-quality board, but don’t want to do
annual upkeep, composite boards require
just general cleaning. For those who don’t
mind the aesthetic compromise, they’re a
reasonable alternative and there are good
fire-resistant versions available.

TIMBER CHOICES
Maintenance schedules are just one part of
the information required when guiding
customers to make appropriate decking
material choices. The more detail a merchant

“We need to choose
the right timber for
the right application,
rather than just
having ‘timber
decking’. It’s a bit like
buying a car: do you
want a 4WD? A ute?”

or designer can gather, the more satisfactory
a solution can be recommended.
Kennedy says the risk of using the wrong
timber isn’t just for the current job, it can
impact on how timber is perceived for all
future jobs, especially with commercial
builders and councils.
“Too often we see people ‘doing a deck’,”
he says, “and they don’t use the right
product for that application. Then they say
timber’s no good in that application. Yet
timber’s perfect for it, they just made the
wrong choice. One of our local councils
specified one deck as unseasoned Class 2
durability timber and it didn’t perform. They
should have used a different product.
“Of course, we’ve got good examples,
too. Brisbane City council have just done the
Shorncliffe Pier and they did a great job on
the specification: perfect choice of timbers:
well seasoned, high durability, there’s no
maintenance on it, and they got the right
surface texture on it for an anti-slip deck.
They’ve done their homework on it and
they’ve got a really good outcome.”
Starting questions include where the deck
will be constructed. What part of Australia is
it in? Is it over water? Under shelter? Will it
be exposed to sun all day? Is the area
shady? Is it a damp or arid site?
“Determining the area that you’re going to
be putting the deck into will then determine
what species will perform there to the
optimum,” says Kennedy.
“If you have an area that’s going to get
very moist and wet and it’s in a gully, you’d
choose a timber like tallowwood, which is
very good in those applications. We need
to choose the right timber for the right
application, rather than just having ‘timber
decking’. It’s a bit like buying a car. You’d ask

‘What are you going to do? Do you need a
4WD? A ute? A people mover?’ No-one just
sells ‘a car’. Same with a deck. Tell us about
the circumstances: is there kilonewton
loading on it? Is there pedestrian traffic?
Would you rather no maintenance on it over
time or are you going to maintain it? The
more you can understand that, the better
the solution can be for the client.”
Budget is a necessary part of the choice
equation. There will always be a range of
price points for building a deck and it’s
important that all are catered for with fit-forpurpose product. Imported hardwoods are
still popular, especially merbau for its
reasonably priced strength, and treated pine
holds a strong place in the market thanks to
its price point and ease of installation.
Make sure the right treatment has been
applied for the end use. A minimum H3
treatment is needed for boards not in
contact with the ground. This class will cope
with periodic moderate wetting and
leaching. For posts and other outside,
in-ground structural applications, a minimum
of H4 is required. Higher hazard classes
cope better with extremes of weather, damp
soil and termite risk. Well-maintained stains
can add considerably to the durability of
pine, as well as the colour range.
Finally, looks matter. The beauty of timber
is the number one reason behind its choice
and different widths and profiles will give
different results. Boards are commonly
available in widths from about 65mm to
140mm or more for special orders and these
different sizes create very different rhythms
in the appearance of the deck. Most
residential boards are cut to about 20mm,
with commercial boards double or triple this
to deal with the increased foot traffic.
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AN ADVERTISING PROMOTION

Why
Why treated
treated wood?
wood?
Or, would it be better to ask, why not treated wood? Brought to you by Lonza Wood Protection

Why
Why wood?
wood?

Wood
Wood is
is nature’s
nature’s sustainable
sustainable building
building block
block that
that comes
comes from
from an
an abundant
abundant natural
natural resource.
resource. It
It has
has excellent
excellent workability
workability in
in all
all aspects
aspects of
of
construction
construction and,
and, when
when preserved
preserved and
and used
used properly,
properly, can
can be
be designed
designed to
to create
create outdoor
outdoor living
living spaces
spaces that
that bring
bring the
the inside
inside out.
out.
Wood
Wood is
is aa sustainable
sustainable product
product that
that is
is responsibly
responsibly sourced
sourced from
from managed
managed forest
forest lands.
lands. Trees
Trees used
used in
in the
the building
building industry
industry come
come from
from
forests
forests grown
grown as
as crops
crops –– much
much like
like wheat
wheat or
or oats.
oats. After
After trees
trees are
are harvested,
harvested, the
the land
land is
is left
left to
to rest.
rest. Then
Then it’s
it’s replanted
replanted at
at the
the rate
rate of
of 1000
1000
-- 1200
1200 trees
trees per
per hectare.
hectare. The
The forest
forest is
is maintained
maintained for
for up
up to
to 30
30 years
years before
before it’s
it’s harvested.
harvested. Managed
Managed forest
forest lands
lands are
are in
in different
different stages
stages
of
of growth
growth so
so not
not all
all the
the forest
forest is
is harvested
harvested at
at one
one time.
time. Between
Between forests,
forests, sawmills
sawmills and
and manufacturers,
manufacturers, every
every part
part of
of the
the tree
tree is
is used
used for
for
everything
everything from
from poles,
poles, piling
piling and
and dimensional
dimensional timber
timber to
to pulp
pulp for
for paper
paper mills,
mills, bedding
bedding for
for animals
animals and
and mulch
mulch for
for gardens.
gardens.

Why
Why treated
treated wood?
wood?

When
When timber
timber goes
goes through
through the
the treatment
treatment process,
process, it
it is
is enhanced
enhanced with
with preservative
preservative that
that helps
helps it
it last
last longer
longer while
while maintaining
maintaining its
its natural
natural
beauty.
beauty. Used
Used for
for more
more than
than 100
100 years,
years, treated
treated wood
wood makes
makes the
the ideal
ideal building
building material
material for
for backyard
backyard projects.
projects. Because
Because of
of its
its ease
ease of
of use,
use, do-itdo-ityourselfers
yourselfers across
across the
the country
country have
have picked
picked up
up aa drill,
drill, hammer,
hammer, nails
nails and
and screws
screws to
to complete
complete weekend
weekend projects
projects like
like decks,
decks, picnic
picnic tables,
tables, raised
raised
bed
bed planters
planters and
and retaining
retaining walls.
walls.
For
For more
more complicated
complicated projects,
projects, contractors
contractors and
and builders
builders also
also choose
choose treated
treated wood
wood because
because it
it looks
looks beautiful,
beautiful, is
is affordable
affordable and
and is
is
easy
easy to
to work
work with
with and
and maintain.
maintain. In
In fact,
fact, its
its natural
natural beauty
beauty enriches
enriches the
the backyard
backyard landscape,
landscape, making
making it
it an
an easy
easy sell
sell to
to homeowners.
homeowners.

Maintaining
Maintaining treated
treated wood
wood

Maintenance
Maintenance on
on decks
decks and
and other
other backyard
backyard projects
projects can
can be
be likened
likened to
to maintenance
maintenance on
on aa car.
car. Oil
Oil changes
changes are
are necessary
necessary and
and should
should be
be
done
done regularly.
regularly. Similarly,
Similarly, homeowners
homeowners can
can easily
easily and
and inexpensively
inexpensively perform
perform maintenance
maintenance on
on their
their decks.
decks. Recommendations
Recommendations include
include
cleaning
cleaning and
and applying
applying aa surface
surface water
water repellent
repellent every
every couple
couple of
of years
years to
to keep
keep the
the deck
deck looking
looking beautiful
beautiful for
for years.
years.
If
If left
left alone,
alone, wood
wood weathers
weathers to
to aa warm
warm grey,
grey, giving
giving aa project
project the
the time-worn
time-worn look
look that
that is
is in
in demand
demand with
with many
many homeowners.
homeowners. However,
However,
for
for projects
projects to
to maintain
maintain that
that just-bought
just-bought appearance,
appearance, staining
staining every
every few
few years
years is
is recommended.
recommended. And,
And, if
if timber
timber gets
gets scratched
scratched by
by everyday
everyday
use
use it
it can
can be
be easily
easily repaired
repaired by
by sanding
sanding and
and staining.
staining.

Use
Use treated
treated wood
wood

Treated
Treated wood
wood is
is aa naturally
naturally beautiful
beautiful building
building material
material that
that is
is easy
easy to
to use
use and
and manipulate
manipulate by
by contractors
contractors and
and do-it-yourselfers
do-it-yourselfers alike.
alike.
Once
Once aa project
project is
is built,
built, with
with little
little future
future maintenance
maintenance the
the homeowner
homeowner can
can enjoy
enjoy an
an enhanced
enhanced quality
quality of
of outdoor
outdoor living
living for
for years.
years.

What
What treated
treated wood?
wood?

To
To get
get the
the best
best out
out of
of your
your timber
timber project
project use
use aa quality
quality timber
timber oil
oil from
from Lonza
Lonza Wood
Wood Protections
Protections Tanacare
Tanacare®® range.
range.
®
®
•• Tanacare
Tanacare premium
premium timber
timber oils
oils are
are formulated
formulated by
by timber
timber preservation
preservation specialists
specialists and
and enhanced
enhanced with
with UV
UV absorbers
absorbers and
and
water
water repellents
repellents to
to seal
seal the
the timber
timber and
and reduce
reduce the
the effects
effects of
of weathering.
weathering.
•• Tanacare
Tanacare®® premium
premium timber
timber oils
oils are
are aa non-film-forming,
non-film-forming, low
low sheen,
sheen, penetrating
penetrating timber
timber oil
oil which
which nourish
nourish and
and enriches
enriches the
the natural
natural
timber
timber colour
colour and
and grain.
grain.
For
For more
more information
information visit
visit lonzawoodprotection.com/apac
lonzawoodprotection.com/apac

©Lonza 2018

For
For your
your next
next project,
project, why
why not
not take
take advantage
advantage of
of the
the benefits
benefits afforded
afforded to
to this
this sustainable
sustainable natural
natural resource
resource by
by specifying
specifying Ecowood
Ecowood®® treated
treated
timber.
timber. Lonza
Lonza Wood
Wood Protection
Protection works
works in
in partnership
partnership with
with wood
wood processors
processors and
and manufacturers
manufacturers throughout
throughout the
the Asia
Asia Pacific
Pacific region,
region, providing
providing
proven
proven performance
performance in
in timber
timber preservation
preservation technology,
technology, to
to protect
protect and
and enhance
enhance the
the durability
durability and
and resilience
resilience of
of timber
timber products.
products.
Ask
Ask your
your treated
treated timber
timber supplier
supplier for
for Ecowood
Ecowood®® treated
treated timber
timber for
for all
all your
your structural
structural building
building and
and decking
decking needs:
needs:
• Family
Family friendly,
friendly, recommended
recommended for
for environmentally
environmentally sensitive
sensitive areas
areas or
or frequent
frequent human
human contact
contact applications.
applications.
• Durable,
Durable, attractive
attractive outdoor
outdoor wood
wood products,
products, protected
protected against
against failure
failure from
from decay
decay and
and insect
insect attack.
attack.
• Appealing,
Appealing, green
green appearance
appearance after
after treatment,
treatment, weathering
weathering to
to aa honey
honey brown
brown colour
colour and
and then
then silver
silver grey
grey after
after long
long term
term
exposure
exposure to
to sunlight.
sunlight.
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you can do a textured finish, like a brush
finish, which will enhance the slip resistance.
Anti-slip coatings tend to wear off with use,
so you’re better off getting timber that is
anti-slip naturally.”
For fire resistance, high-density timbers
such as blackbutt, spotted gum, merbau,
and turpentine have good natural fire
resistance. For less dense decking, a wide
range of coatings can lower the risk.

Above: Decking and seating at Commonwealth Place, Lake Burley Griffin, Canberra. The deck was built
from seasoned recycled timbers by Thor’s Hammer, a local joinery, sawmill and recycled timber yard. The
wire brushed finish is a natural anti-slip measure.

“A sawn finish will
give you and anti-slip
of R11 [meets the AS].
Or you can do a
textured finish, like
a brush finish, which
will enhance the slip
resistance.”

Profiles include domed – a slight curve
that allows water to run off quickly; flat – a
plain board that’s easy to fix; and secret fix,
which has a hidden recess in the sides for
screwing that won’t show on the surface.
Added options include safety measures,
such as anti-slip and fire-resistance. As with
durability, these can come as integral
qualities of the board, or be added through
coatings and treatment.
Major brands including Sikkens and
Intergrain supply non-slip products that have
been well researched for use on timber.
As a timber man, Kennedy recommends
choosing boards with the qualities you want
if your budget suits. “If you want an anti-slip
surface, you can do it one of two ways,” he
says. “A sawn finish will give you an anti-slip
of R11 [meets the Australian Standard]. Or
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The decking screw is a classic construction
solution: reasonable cost, easy to install,
provides a long-lasting result that, unlike
nails, isn’t prone to shifting.
For landscapers doing regular installations,
attachments such as the Quick Drive decking
system from Simpson Strong-Tie will speed
up the job. For less rugged applications, and
particularly for the home builder, it can be
worthwhile looking at a deck fastening
system. There are multiple good brands on
the market, and they fulfil several tasks in
one solution: a firm attachment, even
spacing, and concealed attachment points.
Modular decking is also available, in both
timber and composite materials. Panels of
decking attach to sub frames using the
product’s preferred system (usually screws
or clips). These products are much easier to
install, and it’s also easy to replace damaged
sections, though there also is a more limited
range of material and colour choices than
timber boards allow. They can be treated just
as their board equivalent (or left untreated
for composites), so maintenance doesn’t
require any special techniques.
All these options and choices can be a bit
overwhelming for the client, so the easier
suppliers can make the process, the more
reassured the client will be. Arranging your
product offering in tables that show which
timbers, fixings and coatings will suit which
conditions can help to speed up sales.
One important thing to keep in mind is that
decking is essentially outdoor flooring. All the
factors that can compromise flooring are in
play for decking, but under less controllable
climate conditions. For best results, make
sure there is decent airflow under the deck
and that any concrete slab below is sloped to
allow for water runoff. The undersides of
boards are tough and resilient, but prolonged
moisture exposure can cause mould damage
and decrease the deck’s lifespan.
Work to find appropriate solutions, and
you’ll create a repeat client – and retain
timber’s reputation as the best solution for
one heck of a deck.
For more details, visit www.landscape.
net.au, www.kennedystimbers.com.au,
tenaru.com.au/product, www.intergrain.
com.au and www.organoil.com.au
www.timbertradernews.com
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Employment updates
FAMILY & DOMESTIC VIOLENCE
LEAVE NOW IN AWARDS
Many modern awards have been varied with
an effective date of 1 August 2018 to include
an entitlement to unpaid Family & Domestic
Violence Leave. This includes the Timber
Industry Award 2010, the Clerks Private
Sector Award 2010, the General Retail
Industry Award 2010, and the Road Transport
and Distribution Award 2010.
Employees covered by enterprise
agreements will not be entitled to this leave
unless the terms of the agreement allow for
it, or expressly incorporate an award that
has been varied.
The key points to remember are:
• 5 days of unpaid leave each year;
• Leave balance does not roll over into
future years;

• Available in full from the start of each
12-month period of employment; and
• Applies to full time, part time and casual
employees regardless of the number of
hours worked each week.
What is Family and Domestic Violence?
Family and Domestic Violence means
violent, threatening or other abusive
behaviour by a family member of an
employee that seeks to coerce or control
the employee and that causes them harm or
to be fearful. This new unpaid leave
entitlement is an opportunity for employees
to exercise a right to time off work to deal
with the consequences of this violence.
Who is a family member?
The award defines ‘family member’ as:
i. a spouse, de facto partner, child, parent,
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grandparent, grandchild or sibling of the
employee; or
ii. a child, parent, grandparent, grandchild or
sibling of a spouse or de facto partner of
the employee; or
iii. a person related to the employee
according to Aboriginal or Torres Strait
Islander kinship rules.
A reference to a spouse or de facto partner
in this context includes a former spouse or
de facto partner.
What are the reasons an employee might
take this type of leave?
An employee who is experiencing family and
domestic violence can take the leave to do
something to deal with the impact of the
violence, and it is impractical to take these
actions outside ordinary hours of work.
www.timbertradernews.com
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An overview of employment matters that have changed recently.

WATT ABOUT THE WORKPLACE

Examples of reasons for which an
employee may take leave include making
arrangements for their safety or the safety
of a family member (including relocation),
attending urgent court hearings, arranging
for children to change schools, or accessing
police services.
Employees are not required to use paid
leave entitlements prior to accessing this
unpaid leave.
What does an employee need to do to
take family and domestic violence leave?
As soon as practicable, which can be after
the leave has started, an employee has to
give their employer notice that they will be
taking leave. The employee needs to tell the
employer how long they expect to be away.
An employer can require evidence that
would satisfy a reasonable person that the
leave was taken for the stated purpose.
This evidence might include a document

The employer must
treat family and
domestic violence
leave as confidential.

issued by the police service, a court or
a family violence support service, or a
statutory declaration.
The employer must treat this information
as confidential, although it may be disclosed
if required by law, or if necessary to protect
someone’s health or safety. T
he employer should talk to the employee
about how this information is handled, as
errors can have dire consequences for the
employee experiencing family or domestic
violence.

HOW MUCH PERSONAL/CARER’S
LEAVE DO EMPLOYEES ACCRUE?
The National Employment Standards
(NES) allow for full time employees to
accrue 10 days’ personal/carer’s leave over
the course of 12 months of continuous
service, and this leave is cumulative. Usually
this is interpreted as 76 hours of leave,
because the NES also provides for
employees to work a maximum of 38
ordinary hours a week.
A recent decision of the Fair Work
Commission (FWC) in a dispute about
an enterprise agreement has created
a conundrum and uncertainty. The FWC
decided that because the entitlement
is expressed as “10 days”, employees
who work a non-standard or varying
work pattern may be entitled to more

leave than someone who works a standard
7.6 hour day.
In the AstraZeneca case, employees have
three shift patterns – Roster 1 works 3 x 12
hour shifts per week; Roster 2 works 7 x
10.28 hour shifts per fortnight, and Roster 3
works 19 x 8 hour shifts over four weeks.
The FWC has decided that Roster 1
employees are entitled to 10 days of
personal leave at 12 hours per day (120
hours per year); Roster 2 employees are
entitled 10 days at 10.28 hours per day
(102.8 hours per year), and roster 3
employees are entitled to 10 days at 8 hours
per day (80 hours per year).

NEW FAIR WORK INFORMATION
STATEMENT
Since 2009, the National Employment
Standards have required that national
system employers give all new employees a
Fair Work Information Statement (FWIS)
before, or as soon as possible after, they
start work.
A new FWIS has been released, and all
employers need to use the updated
Statement, which can be downloaded from
the Fair Work Ombudsman (www.
fairwork.gov.au).
The information in this article applies to all
private sector businesses except sole
traders and partnerships in WA.

Emma Watt is an independent industrial relations consultant who has, for more than 20 years, provided advice and
assistance to employers in the timber industry. She has also worked as an unfair dismissal conciliator with the Fair Work
Commission. Emma is very keen to ensure that employers know their rights and obligations, so they can sleep well at night!

Next month in
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ENGINEERED
TIMBER
Coming up in the November 2018 issue of
TimberTrader News: engineered wood.
• Marketing LVL, glulam, CLT and other
engineered timbers.
• Educating builders and designers.
• Projects expanding the materials’ scope.
Does your company want to be a part of this in-depth feature? For advertising your products and services
to our 5000+ readers, contact Julie McConachy on 0409 381 813 or email juliem@paragonmedia.com.au
For editorial opportunities, contact Donyale Harrison on 0417 487 497 or email donyale.harrison@paragonmedia.com.au
ADVERTISING AND EDITORIAL DEADLINE: Friday 5 October, 2018.
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BRICE ON BOARDS
with Sharon and Ray Brice

Location, location…
Taking account of your job site is key to success in flooring installation.

W

hat has location got to do with
moisture-related timber floor failure?
Quite a lot actually! The relevance of
geographic positioning and topography
compared to moisture-related timber
movement has been found to be a key
factor in floor failure.
On any given day the temperature and
humidity of coastal, urban, suburban, hills,
valleys and plains areas close to each other
may vary significantly. Geographic location
and the lie of the land therein, influence, and
in turn are influenced by, prevailing weather
patterns. Large bodies of water, densely
vegetated landscapes or expanses of
pasture are also known to increase the
humidity in the atmosphere, resulting in the
development of varying micro-environments
across relatively short distances.
The link between changes in humidity and
dimensional change in timber flooring has
long since been acknowledged. However,
few service providers consider the impact
and influence of location, landscape and
external climatic conditions on internal
environments when contracting to supply
and install a timber floor.

Above: External climatic conditions influence
internal environments as is evident in this floor in
a leafy hills suburb; which has been designed to
link seamlessly with the outdoor living spaces.

UNDERSTANDING HUMIDITY
Minimising the potential of moisture-related
timber movement in linked or enclosed
environments requires that the stakeholders
have an understanding of relative humidity
and the influences of the surrounding
environment.
Most in the timber flooring industry see
relative humidity as the traditional indicator
of the air’s moisture content. It is expressed
as a percentage of the total amount of
water vapour (moisture) in the air at a
particular temperature; relative humidity is
not a measure of the actual amount of
moisture in the atmosphere. When the
moisture vapour in a body of air at a given
temperature reaches 100% this is referred
to as the dew point: it’s the point at which
moisture vapour condenses to form a liquid.
Dew point is often cited as a more
accurate way of measuring humidity
because it is an absolute measurement:
absolute humidity. Absolute humidity is the
measure of moisture in the air regardless of
the temperature. It’s expressed as grams
per cubic metre. The maximum absolute
humidity of warm air at 30°C is 30 grams
while the maximum amount in cold air at
0°C is approximately 5 grams.
To put this all into perspective, imagine
two containers, one with a maximum
volume of 30g of water, which is half full
(50%), the other with a maximum capacity
of 5g of water, which is three quarters
(75%) full. Now imagine each of these
containers as bodies of air. We will call
container one summer (bigger container
equals warmer air) and container two winter
(smaller container equals colder air).
Container one holds six times more water
than container two, but contains a lower
‘percentage’ of water. Based on this
example we can differentiate between
absolute and relative humidity and it
becomes easy to see how warm air can
hold far more moisture than cold air.
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The chart on the opposite page is used
in the timber flooring industry to illustrate
the relationship between temperature and
relative humidity and the mean moisture
content of the timber when exposed to the
said conditions (adjustment to individual
timber species is required). It clearly
illustrates the importance of understanding
the atmospheric moisture and timber
movement, which is critical when
acclimatising timber to its expected
in-service environment.

MANAGING MOISTURE
Every job site should be subject to a site
assessment prior to commencement of the
project. Assessment should focus on the
location and landscape, consider the impact of
seasonal climatic conditions associated with
the location, the structure, site drainage and
whether the structure is at lock-up. Flooring
should be one of the last trades on site.
Industry Standards and recommendations
state the following. Prior to the delivery of
the flooring product a job site evaluation
shall be conducted to include the following:
• The installation site shall be completely
finished.
• All outside doors and windows shall be in
place and working.
• Surface drainage shall direct all water
away from building.
• All concreting, plastering and painting
shall be completed and dry.
• In warm months the building shall be
well ventilated.
• Heating and cooling appliances installed
and operational.
• The building shall not be exposed to
extreme conditions of temperature and
humidity.
• Internal climatic conditions shall be
controlled to the EMC expected to prevail
for the service life of the flooring.
• Sub-floor ventilation shall be examined
for cross flow air movement under
www.timbertradernews.com
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Moisture Content of Wood
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existing timber floors.
Australian Standard AS/NZS 1080.1 states
that at the time of installation the moisture
content of the flooring shall be within +/-2%
of the expected EMC for the area and
proposed conditions during service.
Equilibrium moisture content (EMC) is
the value at which timber neither loses
nor gains moisture. This is achieved through
the process of acclimatisation, which by
necessity should consider the effect of
seasonal climatic changes on the internal
environment. In areas that experience cold
winters, heating systems can be used to
lower increased humidity in the home to
counteract the impact of higher than normal
external humidity; air-conditioning can be
used in much the same way in hot humid
environments.
Acclimatisation is deemed complete when
the flooring reaches EMC with the climate
expected to prevail in the service area for
the life of the flooring. Ideally temperature
and humidity levels should be maintained at
the household’s normal living conditions; as

Good planning is the
best way to eliminate
installation problems.
Job site assessment
is the tool.
a guide the difference between the highest
and lowest measured relative humidity
during the year should not exceed 45-65%
at approx 20°C. If the moisture content of
timber flooring remains close to the average
in-service moisture content, seasonal
changes in humidity will result in small
changes in moisture content and movement
within the floor.
Acceptable tolerances
• Any movement where timber flooring has
been installed and maintained to industry

standards is considered normal seasonal
movement and acceptable.
• Timber movement where it can be
proven that the installation procedures
and exchange of information has not
been followed is considered a defect.
• Timber movement is not a manufacturing
fault.
• Correct assessment and record keeping
of the site and acclimatisation process
is essential.
• Supply end user with written information.
Good planning is the best way to eliminate
installation and post-installation problems. Job
site assessment is the tool; the informationgathering phase of a project. Done correctly,
it will provide the contractor with sufficient
fact-based information to make a disciplined
analysis about the environment that he will
be working in. This information is essential for
making informed decisions regarding the
installation of a given project and for achieving
a successful installation regardless of
geography, topography or dynamic weather
conditions.

Ray and Sharon Brice specialise in mediation training and project management. They have four decades of experience
in the flooring industry. Phone: 0407 591 697 | Email: rayandsharon@timbertradernews.com
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Adapt and thrive
S

pend enough time around fabricators and
the discussion will turn to changes in the
industry. Light timber is still going strong in
residential building and low-rise commercial,
but engineered timbers are increasingly
being used for mid-rise and larger
constructions. There’s a growing market for
cassettes and panels, for modular product
and for specialised work.
For some fabricators, traditional frame and
truss is where they want to stay, but for
others, growth into new sectors is seen as a
competitive edge. Being able to increase the
range of what can be fabricated is one way
to make sure you can’t be left behind by the
market. These are the customers who have
helped Rob Armour build his frame and truss
machinery company, Framequip.
“I started out in the industry working for
Stanley Bostitch in early 1985,” says Armour.
“I used to build roof truss machinery, jigs and
wall frame machinery. When Stanley Bostitch
got out of the machinery business around
2006, I decided that I wanted to continue
building machinery, so I started Framequip.”

It was a scaled-back business compared
to his career with the renowned
multinational: a box of tools, an old ute, a
good head for engineering and a good
reputation in the industry was the sum total
of his starting assets, but it was enough.
“The first machine I built myself was a
manual frame line that I built for Riverstone
Timber,” says Armour. “My first automated
line was for Bunnings in Bundaberg. That
was a big order. Those jobs got me going.”

CUSTOM CREATIONS
The point of difference for Armour was his
ability to customise. While the main part of
his business began as framing lines, the
smaller-scale nature of his company
compared to the big frame and truss
machinery firms meant that he was able to
create machines that were specific to
customers’ needs.
“It evolved,” says Armour. “Each job led
from one thing to another. People would ring
up and say ‘Rob, we like what you’ve got
there, but can you make it this way? Or

make it do that thing?’ We’d go away and
think about it and come up with solutions.
So we were able to come back and say
‘Sure, we’ll give it a crack for you!’”
The standard range now includes nog
nailers, auto nailers, waste conveyors, frame
lines and more, all of which can be modified
to suit the end user’s need. This level of
customisation has been at the heart of
Armour’s success. “We deal with hundreds
of customers a year,” he says. “I get calls
from all over the country – all over the world
these days – I do work in New Guinea, New
Zealand, the US. The thing I enjoy is the
interesting range of calls I’ll take in a week.”
But it’s also at the heart of his clients’
success. Smaller fabricators can feel
themselves locked out of parts of an
industry that is changing rapidly around
them. The options are to either stick to what
they’ve always done and let go of bidding on
a whole range of projects, or to look to ways
they can make affordable changes and tool
up to do multiple new jobs without requiring
multiple new machines.

“In moving to Multinail,
we wanted:
• Increased output
• Local machinery
• Responsive, face to face service
Mandy Pomeroy, Sunbury

Multinail.com.au
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By turning to custom-made machinery, fabricators are able to expand their business.

AUTOBUILD NEWS

Above: Rob Armour with an automated
machine. Right: Frame lines are the backbone of
Framequip’s business, each can be customised to
fit the specific needs of the buyer.

Larger fabricators may need a machine
that is the operational equivalent of ‘lastmile’ transport, filling the gaps that exist in
the capacities of their main plant. Or they
may choose to invest in a suite of custom
machinery for their specific goals.
Armour says that many of his clients come
up with ingenious solutions for how they
want to grow their business, and his team’s
job is then to find ways to make them work.
Other times companies come to him with
the end result they want, and it’s up to
Framequip to find a practical, affordable way
of solving the production challenges involved.
He says, “We recently had a company
come to us with some special requests for a
job. They’ve asked for a riser conveyor
system so they can deliver fully assembled
window and door components right to the

Some companies come to Armour with the end
result they want and it’s up to Armour to find a
practical, affordable way of solving the challenge.
operator’s position. So, we’ve developed a
set of inline skates on pneumatic cylinders
to carry that out, with a set of chain-driven
powered conveyors to drive it up to the
delivery point. We’re really proud of that one.”

COMMERCIAL REALITIES
In a little over a decade, Armour has seen
his business move from mostly manual
framing lines to heavy automation. “It’s the

direction of the industry,” he says. “The
most automated builds are 90 per cent
automated, and 90 per cent of my sales
now is through automation.”
Reasons for the shift fall into two main
categories: accuracy gained is a strong
factor, but for smaller companies, the ability
to operate with fewer staff also helps
considerably. “You can usually do away with
one to two men on a fully automated line,”

…in fact, our production
output has doubled in all
3 lines since February.
The whole transition has been exceptional.
With this kind of support, there’s no limit
to what can be achieved.”
Mandy Pomeroy, Sunbury

Multinail.com.au
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says Armour. “In a year, the machine will
pay for itself.”
With labour costs comprising a large
component of recurring costs for many
frame and truss companies, the politically
unpalatable truth is that automation is one
quick way of managing the budget. But on
the upside, it also frees up staff to do more
specialised work, and it can be the driving
factor behind a growth in capacity that will
lead to future staff growth.
Framequip knows exactly what it’s like to
get a lot of work out of a small team: the
company has a staff of four. “There’s me
and two other fulltime electricians,” says
Armour. “One of them writes my PC
software and the other one writes my PLC
software and they both do a great job. I use
those guys as a backstop day in and day out.
I also have a fulltime engineer who helps
out with a lot of project management, and
that’s about the whole team.”
Being able to get the most done with
what you have is part of the company ethos,
and it spills over into their approach to
engineering. Armour knows the frustration
of time lost to repairs, and also the rigorous
use framing machinery tends to see.
He says, “We build our machines to a
point where the engineering is what it
needs to be for the specifications, and then
we give it 25% extra to compensate for the
way custom wall frame industry jobs work
in the real world. We try to make them
bulletproof.”
For the end user, it comes with a small
extra upfront cost, but that’s recouped in
consistency of operation. “We do very little
repair work these days,” says Armour. “Even
with the pneumatics, we’ve gone 25%
heavier on everything and that eliminates a
lot of the downtime now. We’ve found that
spending a little bit more at the outset with
the machinery cuts down on a lot of the
customers’ downtime.
A similar sense of concern for the user
governs Armour’s approach to safety
standards, which he meticulously

Being able to get the
most done with what
you have is part of
the company ethos.
researches. “Workplace safety legislation is
ultimately my responsibility,” he says. “I go
out of my way to keep my ear to the ground
and make sure that our guarding and safety
locks are up to scratch. Our customers are
people that we get to know, and often work
with for years, so I am 100% focused on the
end user and making their job as simple and
safe as possible.”

PRACTICAL GOALS
Fabrication machinery is a results-driven
business, in exactly the same way trusses
are. While Armour doesn’t claim that his
products are the most elegant on the
market, he makes a very good case for
them being the most practical: his machine
can work with multiple nail plate providers.
“We’ve got proprietary software that will
read anything you send to us,” he says. “It
can determine whether it’s Mitek, Multinail or
Pryda software from our end. We don’t need
to interrogate anything, we can just determine
what’s being sent to us and go and read it.”
This lossless importation of data gives the
user the widest, and easiest, range of
applications. The designer can simply send
the fabrication directly, without the need for
intermediate steps.
Many engineered timber suppliers are
beginning to offer comprehensive BIM data
for their timbers, which Framequip is
working on integrating into their programs.
This is among a series of user-driven
innovations currently under development.
“We talk to fabricators daily,” Armour
says, “and they tell us things they need.
Sometimes those requests take a bit of time
to develop; we devote time to talking about

43-45 Overseas Drive, Noble Park VIC 3174
Phone: (03) 9701 2777 Fax: (03) 9701 2677
Phil McCormack:
Nick Arfaras:
Glenn Lawrenson:
Matt Leplaa:

0438 255 118
0438 255 115
0438 255 116
0403 724 184

them among ourselves and then we figure
out ways of making them happen.”
While Armour is buoyant about where he
sees the timber frame industry going, he’s a
realist. Starting his business around the time
of the Global Financial Crisis wasn’t easy, and
he’s seen a few customers decide to close
up shop, often with the owner’s retirement.
Even there, he’s found a way to make it
work for others, adding a line of second-hand
offerings to his range. Armour says, “Some
places close down and the machinery needs
to be sold on. Some will upgrade to a higher
level of machinery, so their entry level
product can go back on the market and be
resold to someone else who wants to start
out. There’s always a market in the industry
for good second-hand machinery.”
The relationship between fabricator and
fabrication machinery maker will always be a
little bit chicken and egg, so Armour has
been talking with his customers about how
they can adapt for more engineered timber
usage at the same time as listening to their
requirements regarding new work they want
to be prepared for.
One concern that recurs in the industry at
the moment is the battle between timber
and steel framing, but for Armour, it’s not
a competition that necessarily requires a
winner. “I see the need in the very near
future for composite framing, which will
most probably involve timber plates with
steel studs,” he says. “Years ago, when I
was at Bostitch, I built machines that had
two different styles of nailing tools on them
and they could nail steel studs into timber
plates. I see the industry going a bit that
way in terms of steel framing now.
Composites will be coming up.”
Armour is already planning new machinery
to meet the need. “I take a day off now and
then to enjoy golf, my caravan and time with
my wonderful wife, but I love the challenge
of making something work. This industry is
just blossoming, and we are, too.”
For more on Framequip, visit
framequip.com.au

DISTRIBUTORS OF:

F17/Supa17 KD Hardwood solids up to 5.4m
Supachord KD Hardwood
Supachord ‘H2’ KD Hardwood
Supachord ‘H3’ KD Hardwood
Supalam17 up to 7.2m

HARDWOOD - The Proven Performer
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NO.255

ANOTHER MITEK ADVANTAGE – OCTOBER 2018

By Brett Bolden, State Engineering Manager, Victoria

A bounce in your step?
I

t’s usually a good thing to have a bounce
in your step. It normally means that you
are full of life. However, the floors that we
walk upon should not be full of life as well!
Bounce is the result of vibrations in the
floor. Lightweight floors are more prone
to vibrations because they have a lower
frequency (slower bounce) and less damping
(long lasting effect).

SO HOW CAN WE AVOID BOUNCY
FLOORS?
Increased floor mass. Heavy floor coverings
(like tiles) and furniture add ballast and
reduce the effects of vibrations.
Rigid floor supports. The more rigid the
supporting structure, the stiffer the floor.
For example, specifying a lintel bigger than
a minimum-sized one, or locating a stud
under every floor truss. The larger the beam
span, the more important it is for them to
be stiffer, as they can dramatically reduce
the floor frequency, and decrease
bounciness.
Good web triangulation near supports.
Having well triangulated webbing with no
staggers or duct chases close to support
points helps floor stiffness considerably. Full
web triangulation should extend all the way
from the support to the first strongback. This
includes any internal supports.
Strongbacks play an important role in
reducing floor vibrations. Their value is often
under-appreciated, and their installation on
site easily done carelessly. By load sharing
and load shedding, they are great at
dampening and dissipating vibration energy
quickly. They also help to increase the
natural frequency of the floor.
Their effectiveness relies on several factors:
• The bigger the strongback depth, the
better the performance.
• Strongbacks are more effective the closer
they are to mid-span.
• Locate strongbacks up hard against the

1

2

3
Image 1: Strongback not supported at steel beam. Image 2: Strongback not fixed to framing.
Image 3: Strongback not spliced or joined together.

top chord, rather than in the middle or on
the bottom chord of the truss.
• Strut the strongbacks off to all intersecting
non-loadbearing walls below them.
• Support every end of strongbacks to
crossing walls and beams. (See images
1 and 2)
• Splice strongbacks together to ensure
continuity. (See image 3)
In summary, the next time you design a
floor system, remember to web the truss

with good triangulation between the support
and the first strongback, position decentsized strongbacks towards mid-span, keep
an eye on the dynamic deflection ratio, and
specify rigid supporting floor beams
wherever present.
If you are installing them, please follow
the strongback installation instructions
carefully, particularly placing them up
high, and strutting or fixing them off all
intersecting walls and beams, wherever
possible.

Visit mitek.com.au for all guidelines
www.timbertradernews.com
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“We support you!”

GOLD SPONSORS

FTMA
NEWSLETTER
with Kersten Gentle

SILVER SPONSORS

Train and frame
D

BRONZE SPONSORS

COMBi iFT

L I F T I N G I N N O VAT I O N

uring the first week of August, Nikita
and I took to the road again, this time
focusing on the fabricators in North NSW
and Southern QLD in the lead-up to the
Queensland Members Focus Forum.
It was reassuring to hear that the timber
shortage issue was coming to an end there
and that most plants were no longer
struggling to source timber. There are some
exciting things happening within the
Australian softwood industry including
massive investment in technology and
resource efficiency which we believe will
help our industry into the future.
There are two major issues raised:
• Shortage of skilled Timber Systems
Designers and;
• The aggressive push by the steel industry
into our market

In relation to the first issue, FTMA Australia
has been doing some great work in
developing a training program to address the
skills shortage. Phil Ladson has developed a
three-week classroom-styled training
program that is pre-software and goes back
to basics to ensure, unlike other industries,
the frame and truss industry continues to
upskill our workforce.
The training development takes time and
we believe in 2019 we’ll be able to offer this
training in all states and territories depending
on numbers and that by going back to basics,
we can not only upskill people but also create
a career pathway for school leavers.
Phil Ladson provided an overview of the
training package at the Queensland
Members Focus Forum including some of
the tools he will use to deliver the training.

Australasia

2

1

For a full list of the conditions of
membership and a downloadable
application form visit:

www.ftmanews.com
For more information contact
Kersten Gentle:

0418 226 242
BROUGHT TO YOU BY

4

3

Clockwise from top left: (1.) From left: Brendan Schneider (Sunbury Wallframes & Trusses), Jamie
Dahlsen (Dahlsens Building Centres), Lachlan Magee (Choice Energy) and Christine Flanagan (Calco
Trusses & Timber). (2.) Phil Ladson and Leon Quinn from Tilling Timber. (3.) FTMA members from Hyne,
Combilift and Tilling Timber. (4.) From left: James Olivieri, Ivan Turner, Julie Manning Paul Spencer, Ethan
Sly and David Sly of Sly Bros in Woodburn, Northern NSW.
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We still have a way to go, but this is an area
we are extremely excited about and believe
will assist our industry into the future.
For more information on what is included
in this training please email me at
kersten@ftma.com.au

BETTER THAN STEEL
In Queensland and NSW the push from the
steel industry has been aggressive, with
many fabricators complaining about being
inundated with information from those
pushing lightweight steel as an option for
our industry.
Add to this the advertising on The Block
and it is easy to see that the Australian
frame and truss industry is a key growth
target area for the steel industry. So how do
we combat this aggressive marketing
campaign? We stick to what we do best and
that is provide the most environmentally
friendly building product for the market. I
know that this isn’t a key factor that
consumers and/or builders look for and that
price is always a determining factor when
choosing the materials to build their homes.
You only need to look at the tables above
right showing the embodied energy, the

CARBON RELEASED AND STORED IN THE
MANUFACTURE OF BUILDING MATERIALS

EMBODIED ENERGY (EE) PER UNIT OF ASSEMBLY
OVER LIFE SPAN

Material

Carbon
released
(kg/t)

Carbon
released
(kg/m3)

Carbon
stored
(kg/m3)

Sawn timber

30

15

250

Steel

700

5,300

0

Concrete

50

120

0

Aluminium

8,700

22,000

0

Source Ferguson et al 1996

FOSSIL FUEL ENERGY USED IN THE MANUFACTURE
OF BUILDING MATERIALS
Material

Fossil fuel
energy
(MJ/kg)

Fossil fuel
energy
(MJ/m3)

Sawn timber

1.5

750

Steel (virgin)

35

266,000

Concrete

2

4,800

Aluminium

435

1,100,000

Source Ferguson et al 1996

Material

Initial EE
of walls
(MJ/m2)

Maintenance
EE over
40 years
(MJ/m2)

Total EE
over 40
year life
cycle
(MJ/m2)

Timber frame,
timber clad,
painted

31,020

24,750

55,770

Timber frame,
brick veneer,
unpainted

92,565

nil

92,565

Double brick,
unpainted

141,900

nil

141,900

Autoclaved
aerated
concrete,
painted

76,560

24,750

101,310

Steel frame,
fibre cement
clad, painted

75,900

24,750

100,650

Source Ferguson et al 1996

fossil fuel and the carbon stored of steel
compared to lightweight timber framing and
its easy to see that timber is the best choice
for the environment.
This is only the second Members Focus
Forum we have held with our new board
structure and the attendance was excellent

with 52 people attending the forum and
networking dinner. Our next Members
Focus Forum will be held in South Australia
on Tuesday 13 November in conjunction with
our AGM and board meeting, and we look
forward to networking with suppliers and
members at this event.

For more information contact FTMA on 0418 226 242 or via email at kersten@ftma.com.au

Equipment can be used with your choice of nail
supplier. However, Framequip recommends and
prefers Airco/Senco fastening tools and fasteners.

Framequip Nog Master with Framequip curved conveyor

Nog Master cuts nog and stud in one cut and
ﬁres two nails at once, speeding production

Framequip’s curved conveyor

Framequip powered conveyor with Framequip
auto pop-up stop system and auto nailer

Framequip unique stud locating
system on Framequip’s Auto nailer

Unique push-pull grabber on
Framequip’s Nog Master

For more information, contact Rob Amour
0423 732 275

www.timbertradernews.com

rob@framequip.com.au
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TRUSS TALK

I

with Paul Davis

The brew that is true
Making sure your settings suit your building type can be life-saving.

I

claim a world record. It’s an obscure world
record, I admit, but one nonetheless. I
believe I’m the person in the world with the
highest percentage of their life as a tea
drinker: 99.97% of my life to be exact.
The story goes like this: my parents were
new immigrants to Australia. They were
broke and they had no family support. They
had been here about seven months when it
became apparent that Mum was pregnant
with me. I say ‘became apparent’ because
she didn’t work it out – Dad did one day on
the beach. My Dad recounts the doctor’s
words: “My dear, you are going to have a
baby in six weeks!” Just why she didn’t
realise is another story!
So anyway, I came along as a ‘mistake’
and, from other stories, I believe Mum had
un-diagnosed postnatal depression. She
never breastfed and in fact she couldn’t
bring herself to even warm my bottle in the
normal way. Instead, from the day I left
hospital, she’d warm it by adding some of
her tea. I haven’t stopped since then. I’m
53 and a bit now and I came out of hospital
at five days so for the remaining 19,394 days
I have been drinking tea!
Try and find someone to beat that.
So, whether it’s in my genes, my English
heritage or the fact I was addicted as a
newborn, I love a good cup of tea. In fact,
given a choice between giving up alcohol or
tea it’s a no-brainer. The booze would go.
Now, some of you might be thinking that
long term tea consumption is bad for my
health. Well, my grandmother lived her full
adult life drinking nothing but tea, sherry and
beer with not a drop of water. She lived to
92, so I’m good, thanks.
Thirty of those 53 years have been as a

structural engineer. In that time, I’ve seen
many, many structures and way too many
roof trusses. The vast majority of them
perform brilliantly, but every so often
something goes wrong, through faults in
materials, design, fabrication, erection,
loads, or from random fluctuations in the
subspace continuum.
The good news is that very rarely does a
structural failure lead to a collapse in a
timber truss, even when the engineering
theory says that the collapse is a certainty.
The reason for these non-collapses is
because the load finds another ‘nonengineered’ route to the ground through
adjoining trusses or onto non-load-bearing
internal walls.
When I look back at the ones that have
led to catastrophic roof collapses, I can
recall a bowling club where the air
conditioning mob cut out the webs, a roof
over a church community hall, an open-plan
office, a largish alfresco area and a golf club
dining room. And the common factor to all –
no internal walls. Conversely, I’ve never
seen a total collapse of a portion of a
domestic house roof that’s spanning over
internal walls, even when the trusses are
severely stressed.
In fact, the timber code, in a roundabout
way, caters for the increased risk with this
sort of open building. The strength of
timbers in this class of buildings calculates
as 11% weaker than for houses.
That idea of different timber design
strength depending on building use has
never sat comfortably with me because
obviously a given stick of timber will break
at a given load; it doesn’t care what the
building is used for. However, what this

code feature really accounts for is that when
many, many sticks of timber are used (i.e.
any trussed roof) the probability of finding an
unacceptably weak stick due to a timber
defect is effectively lower in a non-house
structure and so they are safer.
Now, of course, this increased strength
for a non-house structure doesn’t explicitly
cover the concept of not having internal nonC
C
load-bearing walls, but it is the fact that nonC
M
M
domestic structures tend to have large open
spaces so it’s a sort of de facto coverage.
M
Y
Y
I’m only speculating here, but another
Y
CM
CM
reason for the code’s difference in calculated
CM
MY
strength in timber in these two instances
is MY
MY
that houses typically have fewer peopleCY in CY
them, so the consequences of aCYfailureCMYare CMY
lower. Indeed, one building fortunately not
CMY
K
K
on my list of catastrophic collapses was a
K
daycare centre where two adjacent
longspan trusses over a childminding area
completely snapped their bottom chords
near the heel. But there was no collapse.
Fortunately, the two adjacent (and identical)
trusses held, carrying double their design
load. The consequence of them not holding
up doesn’t bear thinking about.
So, one moral of the story is take
particular care when designing a roof over a
large clear area no matter what kind of
building. And take even more care when the
building can hold a lot of people. Make sure
you have those building-type settings in your
truss design software correct. Lives can
depend on it!
The other moral? If you want to lift your
life expectancy – give up the booze and
drink more tea.
And let me know if you can find someone
to claim my world record!

B

Ex
Paul Davis is an independent structural engineer managing his own consulting firm Project X Solutions Pty Ltd. The
views in this column are Paul’s and do not reflect the opinions of TimberTrader News.
Phone: 02 4576 1555 | Email: pauldavis@timbertradernews.com
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PosiStrut CASSETTES
are

FLOORING customers.

Many builders and developers – especially those working on large, multi-storey projects are specifying PosiStrut
Flooring Cassettes. The floor includes allowances for deflections, reactions, plumbing locations, voids stacks, wastes
and duct chases and recessed wet areas. Plus, PosiStrut Flooring Cassettes can utilise top chord support for ease of
installation. This means they can be craned into position on-site and fixed in minutes! The implications this has on-site

MGB0901-4

are substantial…with more square metres of flooring laid by less labour in a lot less time!
For more information about MiTek PosiStrut Flooring Cassettes,
call your local state office or visit: mitek.com.au

HOME OF GANG-NAIL BUILDING SYSTEMS
VIC (03) 8795 8888

NSW (02) 8525 8000

QLD (07) 3861 2100

SA (08) 8234 1326

WA (08) 9412 3534

mitek.com.au

